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Tutkimuksen tavoitteet
Tämä tutkimus käsitteli liiketoimintaprosessien ohjausta. Tutkimuksen teoriaosan
tavoitteena oli esitellä, analysoida ja vertailla liiketoimintaprosessien ohjaukseen
soveltuvia suorituksenohjausmalleja. jotka yhdistävät laatu-, aika-ja kustannusnäkökulmat.
Työssä käsiteltiin kolmea ohjausmallia: performance pyramidiä, balanced scorecardia ja
Tableau de Bordia. Lisäksi teoriaosassa esiteltiin liiketoimintaprosesseja yleensä, laatu-,
aika- ja kustannuslähtöisiä prosessijohtamisen koulukuntia (TQM, TBM ja ABM) sekä
yleisiä periaatteita suoritusten mittauksesta ja ohjauksesta. Työn empiirisen osan
tavoitteena oli kehittää ohjausmalli ja siihen liittyvät mittarit Telecom Finland Oy:n
kuluttaja-asiakkaiden puhelinliittymän ja palvelujen tilaus/toimitusprosessille.
Tutkimusote ja lähdeaineisto
Tutkimuksen
teoriaosa
toteutettiin
kirjallisuustutkimuksena,
jossa
käytettiin
liiketoimintaprosesseihin ja niiden johtamiseen sekä ohjausmalleihin liittyvää koti- ja
ulkomaista lähdekirjallisuutta. Tutkimuksen empiirinen osa toteutettiin osittain
deskriptiivisenä ja osittain konstruktiivisena case-tutkimuksena, jossa käytettiin Telecom
Finland Oy:n sisäistä kirjallista materiaalia ja haastatteluja.
Tulokset
Performance pyramidiä, balanced scorecardia ja Tableau de Bordia voidaan kaikkia käyttää
liiketoimintaprosessien ohjaukseen. Ne sitovat mittarit yrityksen strategiaan ja antavat
varsin laajan kuvan yrityksen ja sen prosessien tilasta. Balanced scorecard näyttää sopivan
paremmin yrityksen ylätason ohjausmalliksi kuin itse prosessien operatiiviseen ohjaukseen.
Performance pyramidin soveltuvuutta case-prosessin ohjausmalliksi voidaan parantaa
lisäämällä pyramidiin työtyytyväisyys, korostamalla oppimisen merkitystä prosessitasolla
ja huomioimalla rahamääräiset kustannukset myös pyramidin alimmalla tasolla. Näillä
muutoksilla voidaan katsoa olevan merkitystä myös yleisellä tasolla.
Avainsanat
Performance pyramid. Balanced scorecard, Tableau de Bord, Prosessien ohjausmalli,
Prosessijohtaminen, Liiketoimintaprosessi, Suoritusmittaus
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Performance Management Models and Approaches for Process Management
Case: an Order/Delivery Process in Telecom Finland Oy

Objectives of the study
This study concerned performance management of business processes. The objective of the
theoretical part of the study was to introduce, analyze, and compare performance
management models that can be used for process management purposes and that include
quality, time, and cost aspects of performance. The performance management models
included in the study were the performance pyramid, the balanced scorecard, and the
Tableau de Bord. In addition to these, the study aimed at introducing business processes in
general, process oriented management approaches that emphasize either quality, time or
cost (TQM, TBM, and ABM), and some general principles concerning performance
measurement and management. The objective of the empirical part of the study was to
develop a performance management model and the associated measures for the subscriber
connection and service order/delivery process for residential customers in Telecom Finland
Ov.
Study method and data used
The theoretical part of the study was implemented as a literature review based on domestic
and foreign literature concerning business processes, business process management, and
performance management models. The empirical part of the study was conducted as a
partly descriptive and partly constructive case study. The case study was based on Telecom
Finland Oy’s internal written material and interviews.
Findings of the study
The performance pyramid, the balanced scorecard and the Tableau de Bord can all be used
for managing business processes. They link measures to a company’s strategy and provide
a broad picture of the state of the business and the processes. The balanced scorecard seems
to be better suited for performance management at the top level of the organization than for
the operational management of business processes. The applicability of the performance
pyramid to the management of the case process can be improved by adding employee
satisfaction, by emphasizing learning at the process level and by taking cost aspects into
account also at the lowest level of the pyramid. These changes can be seen to have
relevance also in general.
Keywords
Performance pyramid, Balanced scorecard, Tableau de Bord, Performance management
model, Process management, Business process, Performance measurement
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1 Introduction

Companies have traditionally organized their activities on a functional basis. Different
departments have been separated and the tasks of individual workers have become very
narrow. The companies’ management systems have also been built on this division, and
they further strengthen the work specialization. Functional thinking has, on some
occasions, contributed to the formation of inefficient and bureaucratic organizations that
have been incapable of responding to the customers’ changing needs. The loss of customer
focus within the organization has forced many companies to re-engineer their processes
and restructure their organization, at least to some degree, as a process organization.

In a process organization, the focus is on horizontal business processes that cut through the
company’s various functions, such as manufacturing, marketing, and finance. The change
in the organization should not stop at just re-engineering the processes and the
organization chart. Without a process oriented performance management system,
improvements will not be sufficient. If companies continue to apply their old management
systems in a process organization, everybody’s attention will still be focused on measuring
and controlling the vertical functions.

The measures in these performance management systems have for many years been
primarily financial. Financial measures have now, however, been criticized for being too
late, too short-sighted, and incapable of providing operational information. It has been
suggested that they should be incorporated in a broader set of measures that consist of both
financial and non-financial information. Some performance management models with this
kind of integration have been proposed in literature. Probably the most famous is the
balanced scorecard that has been suggested by Robert Kaplan and David Norton. Closely
related to this is the little known French operations management framework called the
Tableau de Bord. A third management framework, the performance pyramid, has been
proposed by David Lynch and Kelvin Cross. These models have been designed to
overcome the deficiencies of traditional performance measurement. More information is
needed, however, on how these models can be used to manage business processes. What is
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of special interest is the measures, especially non-fmancial ones, that the models propose,
and that companies use in practice to manage their processes.

1.1 Objectives and Scope of the Study

This research is based on Andersen Consulting Oy’s assignment. The objective of the
assignment was to do a broad literature review concerning the performance management
of business processes and then deepen the understanding by a real world application in a
case study. The primary objective of the literature review is to introduce, analyze, and
compare general performance management models that can be used for process
management purposes and that include quality, time and cost aspects of performance. The
performance management models included in the study are the performance pyramid, the
balanced scorecard, and the Tableau de Bord. In addition to these, the study aims at
introducing process oriented management approaches that have drawn attention to and
emphasize either quality, time or cost. Some general principles concerning performance
measurement and management, and performance measures, will also be presented. To
provide an understanding of the environment in which the performance management
models are applied, business processes and the process oriented organization are
introduced.

The process oriented management approaches included in the study are Total Quality
Management. Time Based Management, and Activity Based Management. Other schools
of process management, such as Lean Management, have been excluded from the study.
Closer analysis of process oriented management approaches will also be excluded from the
study. The focus with regard to the performance management models will be on
performance measurement, and the applicability of the models to process management.

The case study is partly descriptive and partly constructive in nature. It aims at first,
providing an overview of Telecom Finland Oy and its key business processes. Second, it
aims at describing the subscriber connection and service order/delivery process for
residential customers in Telecom Finland. Third, the study describes the measures
currently in use in the order/delivery process. Fourth, it aims at developing a performance
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management framework for the order/delivery process based on performance management
models introduced in the literature review and the needs of the company and the process
itself. Fifth, the study aims at identifying a set of possible measures and then selecting the
most important ones for the process based on the framework and the objectives of the
process. Finally, it discusses briefly some implementation aspects of the management
system.

1.2 Definitions

In this study, the term performance measurement is understood as a process that consists
of defining performance measures, measuring, collecting and processing performance data,
and then communicating it to the interested parties. A performance measurement system
refers to the methods and systems needed in performance measurement. Performance
management is understood as a systematic approach to developing, strengthening, and
reinforcing the actions needed to maximize performance and organizational learning1. It
includes using the performance measurement information to manage the organization.

A performance measurement and management system is understood to be a performance
measurement system that has been complemented with the methods and structures needed
in performance management. The term performance management model refers to a
theoretical framework for performance management. It includes the conceptual structures
and methods for ensuring that performance measurement information can effectively be
utilized. Process management means using processes as the primary means to manage the
organization and improve performance2.

1.3 Structure of the Study

The study has been divided into seven main chapters. Chapter two defines the environment
in which the performance management models are used. It describes the foundation of

1 Cross et al. 1994, 170
2 Internal material of Andersen Consulting: Knowledge Xchange (TM), Process Competency Library
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process orientation and introduces and categorizes different business processes. Chapter
three introduces the three schools of process management that emphasize either quality,
time or cost aspects of performance. Chapter four lays the foundation for performance
management. It describes the principles of performance measurement and management as
well as some aspects concerning performance measures. Chapter five introduces and
compares the three performance management models that can be used for the management
of business processes with regard to all of the main components of performance (quality,
time and cost). Chapter six consists of the case study in which a performance management
model and the associated measures are developed and selected for an order/delivery
process in Telecom Finland Oy. Chapter seven covers a summary of the study and some
final conclusions concerning the performance management models.

2 Business Processes
In this chapter we first introduce the basis of process thinking, that is, the value chain.
Then we define the main characteristics and types of processes and introduce different sets
of processes. In the last part of the chapter we describe how process thinking affects the
structure of the organization.

2.1 Value Chain
Modem process thinking is largely based on Michael Porter’s ideas on the need to link
specific value adding activities in the company and the distribution channel. According to
Porter3, the value adding activities are the places where customer value is created. They
form a value chain that consists of primary and support activities and margin, as illustrated
by Figure 1. Primary activities include operations, marketing, inbound and outbound
logistics, and after-sale services, such as installation, repair, training, and parts supply.
Support activities support the primary activities and each other by providing purchased
inputs, technology, human resources, and various firm wide functions, such as general
management, planning, finance, accounting, and quality management. Margin is the

3 Porter 1990,41
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difference between total customer value and the collective cost of performing the value
activities.4 5

FIRM INFRASTRUCTURE
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

SUPPORT
ACTIVITIES

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
PROCUREMENT

INBOUND
LOGISTICS

OPERATIONS

OUTBOUND
LOGISTICS

MARKETING
& SALES

SERVICE

PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

Figure 1. The Value Chain.'

A company can gain competitive advantage over its rivals by either performing the value
adding activities more efficiently and at a lower cost than its competitors, or by
differentiating its products by performing the activities in a unique way that creates greater
customer value and commands a premium price. The ultimate value of the process can be
measured by the amount buyers are willing to pay for its product or service. A firm is
profitable if this value exceeds the collective cost of performing all the required activities.6

Competitive advantage can be gained by conceiving new ways to conduct activities,
employing new procedures, new technologies, or different inputs. A firm is, however,
more than the sum of its activities. A firm’s value chain is an interdependent system or
network of connected activities, where the way one activity is performed affects the cost or
effectiveness of other activities. These linkages often create trade-offs in performing

4 Porter 1985,38 -43
5 Ibid, 37
6 Porter 1990, 40
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different activities that must be optimized. If a firm can minimize the trade-offs and
organize its activities and the entire value chain in accordance with its strategy, it can
achieve a competitive advantage.7

Linkages also require activities to be coordinated. On-time delivery, for example, requires
that operations, outbound logistics, and service activities, such as installation, function
smoothly together. Good coordination often reduces cost or enhances differentiation by
reducing transaction costs,8 9 allowing better information for control purposes, and
substituting less costly operations in one activity for more costly ones elsewhere.
Coordinating linked activities is also an important way to reduce the combined time
required to perform them. These time savings have become an increasingly important
source of competitive advantage.4

The value chain of a company is part of a larger stream of activities called the value
system. The value system, illustrated in Figure 2. starts with suppliers that provide inputs,
such as raw materials, components, machinery, and purchased services to the firm's value
chain. Then the firm adds value to the inputs and passes it forward to the distribution
channel. Ultimately, the products or services become inputs to the value chains of the
buyers, who use them in performing their activities. Competitive advantage is increasingly
a function of how well a firm can manage this entire value system. The interdependencies
between the suppliers’ and the firm's value chains provide opportunities for both the firm
and the suppliers to enhance their performance. Competitive advantage can be created by
better optimizing and coordinating these links to the connected value chains.10

7 Porter 1990,41 -42
8 Porter 1985, 48
9 Porter 1990, 42
10 Porter 1985, 50- 51
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Figure 2. The Value System."

2.2 Process Thinking and Process Characteristics
Although the value of the product is created in the functional value activities, the customer
does not see the product or the service as a sum of these activities but as a product of the
whole value chain or value system. Instead of supporting this process view, the
organizational structures in most companies are based on vertical, functional work
division, where people with similar work definitions are gathered in one organizational
unit. Industrial organizations and their business units often consist of, for example,
purchasing, manufacturing, R&D. storage, distribution, marketing and sales, and service
departments.11
12 As each of these departments strives to meet its own goals, it optimizes its
performance from a functional and vertical point of view. This, however, often contributes
to the sub-optimization of the organization as a whole.13

Process thinking is an approach that views and evaluates the company’s value activities
from the perspective of the horizontal business processes that cut through these activities.
The business processes of a company can be defined, for example, as follows:

“A set of logically related and continuously evolving business activities which are
combined to satisfy a business objective14.”

11
12
13
14

Porter 1990.43
Hannus 1993, 34
Rummler & Brache 1990, 6
Internal material of Andersen Consulting: Value Driven Re/Engineering, Reference Materials, OVR-23
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According to Tinnilä15, these processes have four main characteristics. First, they have
customers, that is, processes have defined business objectives, and there are recipients of
these outcomes. The customers of a company may be either internal or external to the firm.
Second, processes cross organizational boundaries. Processes normally occur across or
between organizational sub-units,16 but they may also cross company barriers. These
interorganizational processes offer great potential for improvements, but unfortunately, the
enhancements are often limited by the organizational boundaries.17 The business processes
of a company are generally independent of the formal organizational structure18. Third, the
efficiency of a business process should be assessed from the viewpoint of the customerl9. 20
The needs of other organizations involved are not. however, always considered in the
process"0. This lack of a proper feedback mechanism may lead to sub-optimization.

Fourth, processes have owners. A process owner is a person responsible for the design,
execution, and evaluation of the process. He should facilitate the resolution of interface
problems among the functions that contribute to it and ensure that the process meets
customer needs. The process owner is held accountable for the effectiveness and efficiency
of the cross-functional process.21 22
Given
23 this central role, he tends to be someone who
holds a senior management position. The process owner often manages the largest number
of people working in the process, and has the most to gain if it succeeds and the most to
lose if it fails. He should also have the personal ability to influence decisions and people
outside his line-management responsibility.2" Too often, however, processes lack
owners2', as many of the companies' processes have not specifically been designed but
rather evolved over time24.

In addition to these four characteristics, there are some other features common to wellmanaged business processes in an organization. First of all, the business processes should

°
16
17
18
14
20
21
22
23
24

Tinnilä 1994, 5
Davenport & Short 1990, 12
Gilberto 1993, 81
Davenport & Short 1990, 12-13.
Tinnilä 1994, 6
Gilberto 1993,81
Tinnilä, 1994, 6
Rummler & Brache 1990, 134
Gilberto 1993, 81
Tinnilä 1994, 6
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be defined in a mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive way. Then they should have
a clearly defined set of components, such as sequenced and/or concurrent activities,
people, inputs and outputs, and information requirements. In addition to that, they should
have well-defined interfaces with other processes, and they should be structured in a way
that facilitates continuous improvement.25

2.3 General Business Processes
Business processes identified in an organization vary largely depending on the company’s
type of business26, and on the firm itself. Currently, there is no widely accepted set of
processes27, but there have been several attempts to define and categorize these. Nyman
and Silén28, for example, have listed some general processes that can be identified in most
organizations regardless of their types of business. These include, for example:

• Order/delivery process (from ordering the product to paying the bill)
• Product development process (from product concept to product description)
• Marketing process (from identifying the customer to the order)
• Customer service process (from the customer request to delivering the solution)
• Recruiting process (from identifying a new task to the beginning of the work)
• Capability development process (from feedback to implementing development
activities)

The processes can be further divided into several sub-processes. The order/delivery
process, for example, may consist of the following sub-processes:

• Responding to a customer request
• Specifying customer needs
• Preparing and delivering an offer to a customer
• Receiving an order

25
26
27
28

Internal material of Andersen Consulting: Value Driven Re/Engineering, Reference Materials, OVR-24
Nyman & Silén 1995, 36
Tinnilä 1994, 14
Nyman & Silén 1995,36 - 37
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• Monitoring the order life cycle
• Designing the delivery of the product or the service
• Delivering the product or the service
• Installing the product
• Activating the billing process
• Registering customer feedback"9

Some firms have started to recognize different process types because these processes
require different design approaches, carry different risks and have different scopes29
30. One
way to classify processes is to divide them into two categories: market-driven, and
infrastructural processes. Market-driven processes add value directly to the customer, and
include, for example, the order/delivery process, the product development process, and the
manufacturing process. Infrastructural processes focus on supporting the actual business
activities, and include, for example, the personnel and capability development process, the
performance monitoring process, and the business planning process.31 * 33
Although
infrastructural processes are usually driven by internal considerations, they may also be
affected by some external factors, such as government reporting and shareholder
requirements’2. A generic business process model based on this categorization is presented
in Figure 3. In this model, processes are also classified as event-driven or
continuous/periodic processes. Event-driven processes are processes initiated in response
to a business event, and continuous processes are processes performed based on time
rather than in response to any specific event.3"’

29
30
31
’2
33

Nyman & Silén 1995,37
Earl & Khan 1994, 25
Hannus 1993,41 -42
Internal material of Andersen Consulting: Value Driven Re/Engineering, Reference Materials, OVR-25
Internal material of Andersen Consulting: Process Handbook, 56
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Figure 3. Business process model."’4

Another way to categorize processes has been presented in Figure 4. It is based on a
description of processes with two dimensions: process structuralisms, and a value chain
target. Process structuralisms refers to how easy or difficult it is to understand and describe
a particular process. If a process is highly structured, it can be relatively easily analyzed,
modeled and predicted. Low structuralisms, on the other hand, implies more complexity
and uncertainty and, therefore, risk. The other axis, the value chain target, distinguishes
between the primary and the secondary activities of the value chain. Processes that consist
of primary activities are likely to be strategic in the sense of competitiveness and
competitive positioning. They are directly connected to the external customers and define
the way the company really does business.'" In many cases, primary processes can be
categorized as market-driven processes. Secondary processes focus on supporting and
managing the actual business activities. They have indirect effects on business
performance and are more concerned with developing the company’s capabilities than* 35

'4 Internal material of Andersen Consulting: Value Driven Re/Engineering, Reference Materials, OVR-26
35 Earl & Khan 1994,25
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competitive advantage.36 Secondary processes often can be viewed as infrastructural
processes.

High

PROCESS
STRUCTUREDNESS

Low

Primary

CORE

NETWORK

SUPPORT

MANAGEMENT

VALUE
CHAIN
TARGET

Secondary

Figure 4. Topology of processes."'7

The four process classes identified in this framework are core, support, network, and
management processes. The core processes are those central to business functioning and
relate directly to external customers. They are commonly the primary activities of the
value chain, and include, for example, the order/delivery process. The support processes
have internal customers and are the back-up of core processes. They will commonly be the
more administrative secondary activities of the value chain. These processes include, for
example, the accounts payable controlling process. The business network processes are
those which extend beyond the boundaries of the organization into suppliers, customers,
and allies. These processes integrate, for example, the company’s internal processes with
the customers' inventory, distribution, and logistics processes. The management processes
are those by which firms plan, organize, and control resources."'8 These processes include,
for example, the capabilities' management process.

One more way to classify processes has been presented in Figure 5. It is based on a
definition of processes with three dimensions: the organizational entities or sub-units
involved in the process, the type of objects manipulated, and the type of activities taking

Earl & Khan 1994, 25
Ibid.
Ibid, 21
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place. These three dimensions help determine the various process types that require
different levels of management attention and ownership, need different forms of IT
support, and have different business consequences. Based on the organizational entities
involved, the processes are divided into interorganizational, interfunctional, and
interpersonal processes."19 This division resembles the classification of processes into
network processes and other processes. The type of objects manipulated divides the
processes into physical and informational object processes, and the type of activities
taking place defines two further categories: operational and managerial processes40. The
classification based on the type of activities resembles the division into market-driven and
infrastructural processes.

Process Dimension
and Type

Typical Example

Entities
Interorganizational
Interfunctional
Interpersonal

Order from supplier
Develop a new product
Approve a bank loan

Objects
Physical
Informational

Manufacture a product
Create a proposal

Activities
Operational
Managerial

Fill a customer order
Develop a budget

Figure 5. Different process types.41

It has proved difficult to determine the number of processes appropriate to a given
organization. Since the processes are almost infinitely divisible, the number of processes
in companies has varied from two to more than one hundred. The number reflects a trade
off between managing process interdependence and ensuring that the process scope is
manageable. If the company, for example, chooses to manage its operations using a few,

9 Davenport & Short 1990, 18

Г Ibid"

41 adapted from Ibid.
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broad processes, it will have great possibilities for innovation through process integration.
It will, however, suffer from problems related to understanding, measuring, and changing
the processes. A suitable compromise could be having 10-20 processes.4*

2.4 Process Oriented Organization

Process thinking presumes that traditional organizational structures are re-thought. This
includes, among other things, knocking down the functional and organizational barriers,
lowering the organizational hierarchy, empowering the people, identifying process owners,
and focusing on self-directing teams.4’ In order to reap benefits from identifying and re
engineering business processes, companies need to ensure that they do not fail at
coordinating the change efforts with the structures and incentives that affect control and
behavior42
44. 45
43
To46do this, companies need to move from purely functional organizations
towards a process based structure. This change does not take place at once. Instead,
companies usually prefer to take sequential steps, as illustrated by Figure б.4'

Functions Drive
the Business

Processes are
Acknowledged but
Functions Dominate

Processes Drive
the Business

Pure Process
Organization

Figure 6. The change from a functional organization toward a process organization.

46

The first step in process orientation usually is an organization where processes have been
acknowledged, but functions dominate. In this structure, most reporting relations and

42
43
44
45
46

Davenport 1993, 27 - 28
Hannus 1993, 55
Internal material of Andersen Consulting,: Process Handbook, 34
Nyman & Silén 1995,42
adapted from internal material of Andersen Consulting: Value Driven Re/Engineering, Reference
Materials, CHG-27
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performance measures support the control and management of functional activities only.
The role of the process owner may be rather insecure, unless clear responsibilities, power
relations and career development schemes have been designed for these people. The
company’s top management typically consists merely of functional managers. They plan
and develop the business activities from a functional perspective, which, together with
deficient process control, may risk the success of process development. Designing
cooperative structures and responsibilities for the process owners and the functional
managers is essential, because process development requires good cooperation between
these two parties.

The next step toward a pure process organization is a matrix organization where the
planning and development of activities are done from the processes’ point of view. The
role of the remaining functional structures is to serve as centers of capability development.
Process owners, with the power and responsibility of performance, form the management
committee. They cooperate with the functional managers to ensure that the company’s
capabilities and products are developed continuously to meet the changing needs of the
customers. Few companies have taken the final step to become a pure process
organization. The reason for this is that most companies regard the functional activities as
indispensable, due to their central role in developing capabilities.*48

A matrix organization requires that the management sends the employees a clear and
consistent message concerning the way the company’s operations should be managed. The
management system has to support both the processes’ and the functions’ objectives, but
clearly define, which one of these will dominate. If equal emphasis is put on functions and
processes, the result will be unnecessary, continuous conflicts.49 When moving towards a
process organization, most companies need to renew their management system, including
business planning, personnel feedback, reward, and training and development systems50.
What is of special importance in either facilitating or preventing change is the company’s
performance measurement framework.

'
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3 Process Management Approaches
In this chapter we introduce Total Quality Management, Time Based Management, and
Activity Based Management. These three process management approaches emphasize the
central components of process performance: quality, time, and cost, respectively.

3.1 Total Quality Management
Total Quality Management (TQM) is a process oriented management approach"1 that strives
to improve the effectiveness and flexibility of the business as a whole by focusing on quality
issues. It can be characterized in many ways. Wruck and Jensen"2, for example, have
described it as "a science-based, поп-hierarchical, and non-market-oriented organizing
technology that increases efficiency and quality". Non-hierarchical, in this case, means that
decision rights are allocated in ways that break down the traditional corporate hierarchy.
Non-market-oriented means that prices or formal exchange mechanisms, such as transfer
pricing systems, are not used to motivate cooperation or the allocation of decision rights. The
term non-market-oriented is, however, very misleading because the customers and the
market are the very core of Total Quality Management. With science-based. Wruck and
Jensen33 refer to a wide-spread usage of "scientific" methods in everyday decision making at
all levels of the organization. Although TQM utilizes some sophisticated statistical
techniques, such as Statistical Process Control34,'' most of the methods in TQM are basically
just simple statistical tools. The "scientific" problem solving and decision making process of
TQM is also merely a systemized way to ensure that all the important facts are taken into
consideration when making decisions.

Total Quality Management is based on a widened quality concept. Quality in TQM does not
only mean product quality with dimensions, such as performance, reliability, maintainability
and safety, or service quality with dimensions, such as responsiveness, courtesy,

31
52
53
54

Hannus 1993, 131
Wruck & Jensen 1994,249
Ibid.
Statistical Process Control (SPC) refers to employing statistics to create insights and knowledge that can be
used to maintain and improve processes (Bellefeuille 1993,47).
55 Neblett 1995,33
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communication and empathy"6. It means everything that the customer ever may wish or
value. TQM is based on a quality function that does not recognize "allowable waste’. It aims
at improving quality continuously and sets its targets at zero defects.67 A basic assumption in
TQM is that when the level of quality goes up, productivity increases, costs go down and
sales increase68. This means that good quality also stands for good productivity and
profitability. Therefore, quality has to be understood, not only as the quality of the product
and service, but also as the quality of the various business processes of the company.

The core of the value creating capability of TQM lies in its power to create and utilize the
valuable specific knowledge and skills that reside in all levels of the organization. To
improve the creation of this knowledge, TQM utilizes different systematic and analytical
methods and encourages wide-spread teamwork. It reallocates decision rights from their
location in the hierarchy to problem solving teams and to those who have the relevant
information on the subject. The increasing use of specific knowledge in decision making
results in better efficiency.69

Basic elements of TQM
The basic concepts or elements of Total Quality Management have been defined in
numerous ways. Bergman and Klefsjö56
60, 57
for58example,
59
have described TQM as a quality
strategy that is based on top management commitment, that focuses on customers, processes,
and continuous improvement, that bases decisions on facts, and that lets everybody be
committed to the common goals. Hussein Naguib61 has added one more important
component to this list; continuous education and training. These basic elements of TQM are
illustrated in Figure 7.

56
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Focus on customers
Continuous education
and training

Decisions based
on facts
Top management
commitment

Employee
commitment

Focus on processes
Continuous
improvement

Figure 7. The basic elements of TQM.

Top management commitment lies at the heart of TQM because Total Quality Management
strategy cannot be implemented without continuous and consistent commitment and
involvement from top management. The managers have to ensure that quality aspects are
included in the company vision. They have to provide quality programs with sufficient
financial and management resources and show by their actions that quality is one of the main
concerns of the company's management.6' To ensure that the design specifications and
objectives are achieved, the representatives of top management should lead the quality teams
themselves*63.

Customers are the focal point of TQM strategy. They are given priority in all of the
company's activities from product design to customer support. So far, customer
satisfaction has been measured with the number of customer complaints. Complaints,
however, are a measure of customer dissatisfaction rather than satisfaction and do not tell
the company how well it succeeds in delighting its customers. Companies should,
therefore, pay more attention to finding out what features in the product make the
customer happy and what kind of impact the service has.64 65
In addition to the external
customers, TQM recognizes the importance of internal customers. According to Holmes63,
these internal customer relations should be improved before external customer relations,

Bergman & Klefsjö 1994,22
63 Madu&Kuei 1995,8
64 Holmes 1992, 66
65 Ibid, 61
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because a company that has poor internal customer relations has little chance of improving
its performance and satisfying the external customers.

TQM emphasizes fact based decision making instead of letting random factors determine the
outcome. Helpful tools in this respect are, for example, Quality Function Deployment66, Cost
of Quality analysis, and Statistical Process Control67. Employees are also taught and
encouraged to solve problems using simple statistical tools and methods68. TQM views
almost every activity in a company as a process that aims at producing and delivering
goods or services that should satisfy the customers and simultaneously use a minimum of
resources. The basic idea is that all processes that are not unique can be improved if there
is information on the history of the process and the employees are familiar with the use of
the statistical methods.69

Instead of radical changes, the emphasis in TQM is on systematic, continuous improvements.
The idea of continuos improvement is based on the Japanese Kaizen philosophy. Kaizen
means sequential, endless renewal that is achieved by continuously doing little things better
and by setting and achieving more and more demanding targets. Continuous improvement is
a bottom-up process that is based on employee empowerment. It focuses most often on sub
processes and leaves the company's core business processes untouched. TQM emphasizes
evolution, not revolution, and it does not include the profound rethinking of existing
structures and procedures that is typical to business process re-engineering.70 To facilitate
continuous improvements based on facts, TQM uses various improvement cycles, such as
the PDCA (Plan. Do, Check, Act) cycle. They systemize problem solving and offer a sound
and easy to use model for improvement at all levels of the organization. The cycles consist of
sequential steps that are repeated to ensure continuous improvement. The four steps of the
PDCA cycle have been defined by Kaoru Ishikawa as follows:

66 Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a system for designing products or services based on customer
demands and involving all members of the product/supplier organization (Lynch & Cross 1994,208).
67 Hannus 1993, 135 - 138
68 The seven quality control tools that are commonly applied in TQM companies and that have been
claimed to solve about 95 per cent of all the problems in the workplace include: data collection, Pareto
charts, histograms, Ishikawa charts, control charts, stratification and scatter plots (Soin 1992, 111 -112;
Bergman & Klefsjö 1994, 188).
69 Klefsjö 1993,26-27
70 Hannus 1993, 260, 360
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1. Plan. Determine goals, objectives and methods to reach the goals.
2. Do. Educate and train employees and implement the change.
3. Check. Check the effects of the change and compare them to the targets.
4. Act. Take appropriate action to make any corrections or adjustments.71

Employee commitment is improved in TQM by developing flat organization structures
with blurred boundaries, by creating multi-functional teams, and by using self-managed
small groups72. To increase employee participation and to facilitate creative problem
solving, many TQM companies have introduced quality circles. They consist of a group of
people who meet on a regular basis to solve emerging problems and to identify things to
be developed. If the decentralization of decision rights in the organization is done on a
massive scale and in an indiscriminate way, value can be destroyed very easily73. In order
to create enthusiasm and involvement among employees, TQM emphasizes developing
and implementing extensive education and training programs for all employees at all
levels covering quality improvement, quality control, and problem solving techniques74.

Performance measurement
Performance measurement systems are essential for the success of TQM because they
facilitate the communication of redefined company objectives. Major changes are made in
performance measurement systems in TQM. moving away from traditional accounting based
measures toward measures that emphasize the close monitoring of day-to-day operating
efficiency. Common measures in TQM firms include manufacturing cycle time, late delivery
rates, product failure rates, order lead times, new product development times, waste and
scrap rates, and customer complaints and dissatisfaction indices.7"

Wruck and Jensen76 claim that TQM performance measures differ from traditional measures
in three important ways. First, they measure productivity and quality from the standpoint of
the customer. This customer-orientation helps prevent an organization from becoming

Sundbäck 1994, 111
72 Naguib 1993, 157
Wruck & Jensen 1994,261
74 Naguib 1993, 157
7> Wruck & Jensen 1994,270
76 Ibid, 270-271
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detached and inwardly focused. Second, TQM performance measures tend to be more
disaggregate and function or task-specific than traditional measures. They isolate the
contribution of particular activities to performance, which helps employees understand how
their actions affect the company's overall success. However, using disaggregate measures
leads to an increase in the number of measures needed and thereby adds to the burden of the
accounting staff. Third, TQM performance measures that track day-to-day progress are
operations-oriented rather than financial. Such measures supplement, and sometimes even
replace, traditional accounting measures, such as product costs, labor rates, profitability, and
material or labor variances.

TQM firms are not, however, unconcerned with financial performance measures. Rather,
they regard these measures as providing weak direction for employees as they make daily
decisions77. For strategic purposes, TQM firms use measures related to quality, such as partsper-million defects, first-pass yields, number of employee suggestions, and unscheduled
machine downtime. Also measures indicating the level of customer acceptance and
satisfaction are used. These measures include customer complaints, order lead time, and the
rate of on-time deliveries.78 The performance measurement philosophy in TQM emphasizes
the identification and measurement of weaknesses, rather than strengths. For example, in
TQM delivery performance is expressed as 4 per cent late deliveries rather than 96 per cent
on-time deliveries. In TQM the employees are recognized and rewarded for finding problems
or weaknesses.79

In TQM companies, cost of quality analysis is often used as a diagnostic and management
control tool. It divides quality costs into four categories to illustrate the cost of doing things
wrong by failing to conform to specifications. Prevention costs are expenditures associated
with actions taken to ensure that unsatisfactory products are not produced. Appraisal costs
are costs that incur from monitoring and inspecting products in terms of specified standards
before the products are released to customers. Internal failure costs are expenditures
associated with evaluating, disposing of, and correcting or replacing defective or deficient
products before the products are delivered to customers. External failure costs are costs

Wruck & Jensen 1994, 271
78 Shank & Govindarajan 1994, 12
79 Wruck & Jensen 1994,271 - 272
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associated with delivering defective products to customers.80 Unfortunately, not all quality
costs fit neatly into these categories. This makes the division somewhat arbitrary, but as long
as costs are classified consistently, trends over time can provide powerful information.81
Many companies are, however, moving toward alternative categorizations of quality costing,
such as highlighting the cost of conformance and non-conformance, or differentiating
between value-added and non-value added costs.82

The cost of quality analysis can be of great help especially for firms taking their first steps
with TQM. Shank and Govindarajan8"' have identified four approaches to using the cost of
quality reporting and other quality measures in TQM. In the first one, the cost of quality
analysis is used as a regular management reporting and control tool. Quality costing reports
can be prepared, for example, once a year. The second approach focuses on reducing the
price of non-conformance with a specific inclusion of the opportunity cost of bad quality.
The third approach focuses on non-fmancial production information to monitor TQM
progress. It puts an emphasis on input measures and statistical process control and deemphasizes formal cost of quality reporting. The fourth approach also emphasizes nonfinancial production information but it focuses on output measures of conformance, rather
than input measures. It puts reporting emphasis on defect-free deliveries rather than on cost
reports. The company can choose the approach that best suits its specific needs and
experience with quality issues. But the main point is that, one way or another, quality issues
are included explicitly in the management reporting system.

Companies using TQM adopt a new approach to setting and using standards, as well. Instead
of just using means. TQM standards are expressed in terms of mean and variance. The
objective is to achieve a mean level of performance and simultaneously improve its
predictability through reductions in process variations. Standards for performance measures
are set aggressively and revised frequently to make them increasingly challenging.84 *
According to Locke, research has shown that performance is effectively improved only when
these specific goals are combined with feedback8'.
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TQM also sets requirements for the cost accounting system. Activity Based Costing is
ideally suited to it because it encourages management accountants to analyze activities and
determine their value to the customer86. It can also be used for promoting TQM in the
company by selecting the cost drivers so that they emphasize quality aspects. Costs can be
assigned, for example, on the basis of defective products, machine downtime, lead time,
customer complaints and set up times.

3.2 Time Based Management
Time Based Management (TBM) is a process oriented management approach that regards
time as the critical factor of performance. It is based on the idea that success in today's
market place depends on the company’s ability to deliver products and service with the
highest quality for the lowest price in the fastest time.87 Time has not been ignored in
previous management systems either, but it just has not been given the same priority as in
TBM. In TBM time is also used for managing the entire organization instead of just
managing the individual functions separately.88 TBM views the processes from the
customers’ point of view and aims at reducing the cycle times radically by eliminating
non-value added time89. It does not view cost, value, and speed as trade-offs but as all
attainable through effective TBM programs90. These programs are usually implemented
with the help of teams91.

According to Stalk92, time is the equivalent of money, productivity, quality, and even
innovation as a strategic weapon. He claims that by reducing the consumption of time in
every aspect of the business, companies are able to reduce their costs, improve quality, and
stay close to their customers. Since time-based companies are able to satisfy customer
demand for rapid delivery, they can charge premium prices and simultaneously be able to
benefit from lower costs, lower inventory and higher quality due to more efficient
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processes93. These companies will also be able to offer broader product lines, cover more
market segments, and upgrade the technological sophistication of their products94. In
addition to this, time-based competition suggests an entirely new paradigm; the emergence
of strategies of movement. It shifts the focus from the strength with which a company can
create and defend a position to the speed and agility with which a company can move. This
agility is needed in opening up new competitive spaces.9'

A company that uses time as a competitive weapon focuses its attention on four areas:
reducing cycle times, sticking to the delivery times promised, improving the flexibility of
processes by reducing set-up times, and shortening the time needed for new product and
process development96. These can be used as sources of competitive advantage. Shorter
set-up and cycle times, for example, make it possible for a company to start operating
using reduced run lengths. This results in more frequent production of the complete mix of
products or service and faster response to customers’ demands. The ultimate goal for many
of these companies is to achieve run lengths of a single unit.97

Organization of process components also contributes to a time-based competitive
advantage. While traditional companies organize their activities by process technology
centers, such as shearing, punching, and braking departments, TBM companies are
organized by product to reduce the time needed to perform the key tasks. In these
companies different activities are located as close together as possible in order to minimize
the non-value added time of handling and moving the materials, parts and documents.
Organizing the components and processes in this way also requires less sophisticated
methods for scheduling than in companies using traditional management techniques.
Instead of central scheduling, TBM companies apply local scheduling that enables
employees to make production control decisions on the factory floor, without the timeconsuming loop back to management for approval. Moreover, the combination of productoriented layout and local scheduling makes the total process run more smoothly.98
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Strategies based on the cycle of flexible manufacturing, rapid response, expanding variety,
and increasing innovation are time based". Success in these time-based strategies requires,
however, that certain rules are followed. First, the company has to operate on a market
segment that is time sensitive. Otherwise, it will not be able to differentiate its product or
service and ask for a premium price. The company also has to know what time specific
needs the customers have. That is, do they value fast delivery, flexibility, on-time delivery,
or new and innovative products. Second, time-based strategy should be applied as an
indirect strategy. If the company succeeds in surprising the competitors, it will most likely
be able to reap larger benefits from its time-based strategy. Third, time orientation should
not be implemented at the expense of other parameters, such as quality and cost.99
100

To achieve a true time-based structure, a company has to re-examine the whole value
chain of activities, including the activities of suppliers and distributors101. 102
It has
103to identify
and differentiate those activities that really add value from those that merely support these
activities. The activities that directly add customer value in real time are called the main
sequence. Once management has identified and isolated this main sequence, it can
concentrate on organizing the flow of work through it.10" It is necessary to remodel the
company's structure and systems to ensure that the performance of support activities
cannot interrupt or impede the flow of products and information along the main sequence.
The activities on the main sequence have to be subsequently rationalized so that they can
be performed with the minimum possible elapsed time. The best way to do this is to make
the main sequence self regulating and to reduce supervisory functions.10 ’

A direct consequence of the reorganization of the work flow is the need for significantly
smaller staffs in support functions. This indirect productivity is indeed the major source of
cost advantage for a time-based competitor. To achieve this end, physical flows, including
materials and paperwork, and information flows within the organization both need to be
considered. There are three principles in reorganizing activities: to perform individual
activities as fast as practicable, commensurate with cost', to perform activities
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simultaneously rather than sequentially, and to reduce the number of interfaces required to
a minimum. Putting these principles into practice will lead to changes in responsibility
levels as well as organizational structure.104 105
The structure of the organization in a TBM
company is process and team oriented and it has to enable fast responses rather than low
costs and control. Factories, for example, have to be located close to the customers they
serve.

105

Companies generally become time-based competitors through sequential steps. In the first
phase, they correct their manufacturing techniques to facilitate shorter and faster
production runs. In the second phase, they fix their sales and distribution operations to
avoid the dissipation of factory performance improvements in these parts of the
organization. In the third phase, the company adjusts its time-based approach to
innovation. Ultimately, TBM becomes the basis for the company’s overall strategy.106 The
danger in TBM is that innovation may become an end in itself. The company may, for
example, launch more varieties of products, but fail to invest the time and energy to look
for new ways to do business with customers that will take full advantage of the newly
enhanced or created capabilities.107

Time Based Management is implemented using two kinds of teams: closed-loop-teams,
and breakthrough teams. Closed-loop-teams are responsible for the planning and
coordination of TBM projects and they consist of experts and managers accountable for
the total performance. Breakthrough teams are instruments that can be used for developing
solutions to problems requiring radical improvements. These teams consist of four to six
people from the middle-management level. The members of the these teams are committed
to solving particular problems and setting up pilot projects on a full time basis for a few
months time.108

Performance measurement in TBM strongly emphasizes time related measures. The
objective is to quantify the time aspects of all the important processes. These aspects
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include cycle and process times, accuracy of deliveries, time needed to alter processes, and
new product and process development times.109 Concepts of value-adding and non-value
adding may also be connected to the time measures and used to illustrate the real cost of
poor organization in order to motivate and facilitate process re-engineering110. TBM
companies regard time-based measures as the best parameters for the diagnosis and
planning of operations and use these to manage the entire organization. TBM emphasizes
time-based measures because they are expected to provide more information about the
company’s processes than cost information. Financial measures, however, are not totally
excluded in TBM. They are used for monitoring the financial performance and the average
level of consumption. Performance measures in TBM typically focus on measuring
productivity rather than financial performance, throughput rather than the level of capacity
utilization, and performance of teams rather than that of individuals and departments.111

3.3 Activity Based Management
Activity Based Management (ABM) is a process oriented approach for managing
operations and developing activities. It abandons the traditional functional view of the
organization and focuses on controlling the activities horizontally. In addition to cost
effectiveness, it aims at customer satisfaction, flexibility, high operational quality, short
cycle times, and precise deliveries. It is based on Activity Based Costing (ABC) that has
been complemented with the ideas of Total Quality Management and other schools of
process management.112 According to Brimson. ABM is based on the following principles:

1. Manage activities, not resources.
The emphasis of management and management accounting should be moved
from resources and functional cost centers to activities, processes, cost drivers
and performance measures.
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2. Let the customers define the activities.
Processes and the associated activities should be assessed from the customers"
perspective.
3. Delineate activities and business processes.
Operational management has to cross functional boundaries. The starting point
should be the re-engineering of interfunctional processes.
4. Eliminate non-value adding activities.
Activities that do not add value to the customer should be considered as waste
and eliminated. Traditional functional management does not often reveal these
non-value-adding activities.
5. Do the activities right the first time.
Instead of reporting problems, monitor those factors that may cause quality
problems in the future.
6. Assure commitment to a high level ofperformance at all levels of the organization.
Commitment should be built at all levels of the organization, not only at the top
management level.
7. Improve activities continuously.
Instead of radical improvement projects, companies should improve quality, cycle
time, and cost effectiveness continuously.113

Only the first of these principles actually comes from the original ABC system, while the
other principles belong to TQM. ABC itself does not drive companies to change their
fundamental views about how to organize work to satisfy customer efficiency. It just gives
them better information about their product costs.114 ABM. on the other hand, emphasizes
the continuous improvement of activities using activity analysis, cost drivers, and
performance measures115.

The core of Activity Based Management, Activity Based Costing, resulted originally from
attempts to improve the usefulness of accounting information for decision making
affecting work-force productivity and product mix116. These first generation ABC systems
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emphasized product costs, the elimination of non-value added cost drivers by continuous
improvement, and the elimination of non-value added activities. The systems did not,
however, provide the information needed for the continuous improvement of business
processes, because the activities were considered independent of each other. To fix this
deficiency, second generation ABC models were developed. They contain two
dimensions: a cost view and a process view, as illustrated by Figure 8.117 118

Figure 8. The two-dimensional ABC model.118

The cost view of ABC contains information about the cost of resources, activities, and cost
objects. This information is used in strategic and tactical analyses, such as evaluating
customer profitability, prioritizing improvement projects, and setting cost targets.119
Resources are the factors of production required to perform the activities. They include,
for example, money, credit, capital, land, property, facilities, technology, and people. They
can be either purchased externally or obtained from other departments.120 Activities are the
tasks that consume these resources. They can be divided into four categories depending on
the level of costs they affect. They may be either factory, product, batch, or unit level
activities, as illustrated by Figure 9. This categorization helps understand how the
activities and the associated costs can be influenced, how they change, and when they
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disappear. There are several other ways to classify the activities, too. One useful
classification is to divide them into value-adding, non-value adding, and value-destructive
activities.121 Activities that do not add value to the customer or destroy it should, in
principle, be eliminated if possible. The value-adding activities, on the other hand, should
be performed using as few resources as possible.122 Cost objects are the reason for
performing the activities. They include products, services, customers, projects, and
deals.123

Activities

Examples of costs

Factory level
activities у
—

Production facilities
General management
Finance and accounting

Product level
activities

Product planning
Model alterations
Product marketing

Batch level
activities
Unit level
activities

Production planning
Machine set-ups
Order release
Energy consumption
Raw-material consumption

Figure 9. The hierarchy of activities and costs.124 125 126

Costs in ABC are assigned to activities, outputs, and customers using two types of drivers:
resource drivers and activity drivers. Resource drivers are used to assign the cost of
resources to activities. The resource driver "percent of effort’, for example, could be used
to assign the cost of people to the activities they perform. Activity drivers assign the cost
of activities to the cost objects. The activity driver "number of purchase orders’, for
example, could be used to assign the cost of the activity "preparing purchase orders' to the
parts purchased.1"' The underlying presumption in the cost view of ABC is that activities
consume resources, whereas products, customers, or other cost objects consume
.. ...

activities
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The process view of ABC contains information about why work is done and how well it is
performed. This information includes cost drivers, performance measures, and other
information, such as cost of quality, about each activity or process. The information is
used to evaluate the performance of work within the organization to continuously improve
the activities and processes.127 Cost drivers are the factors that determine the work load
and effort required to perfonn an activity. They include factors that relate to the
performance of supplier activities as well as factors that are internal to the activity. They
tell the company the reason for performing a particular activity or a process.128 They
include the number of products, customers, setups, and orders as well as machine time,
and cycle time129. Performance measures describe the work done and results achieved in
an activity. They show how well an activity has been performed and how well it
corresponds to the needs of internal and external customers. The performance measures
include measures of cost, quality, and time.130

ABM uses the information that ABC produces to achieve two objectives. The first
objective is to increase the net value the customer receives, and the second objective is to
increase the profits the company receives from delivering this value. With the help of
ABM, the company is also supposed to be able to enhance its strategic positioning and
strategic capabilities. With regard to strategic positioning. ABM shows the company the
best way to utilize its resources. In enhancing the strategic capabilities, ABM helps by
directing development activities to factors the customers value the most such as high
quality, good service, and low costs.131

ABM facilitates the continuous improvement of activities and processes through usage of
a three stage process. In the first stage, the company analyzes its activities to discover
opportunities for improvement. It may find opportunities by identifying non-value adding
activities, by analyzing and benchmarking the core activities, or by analyzing the
connections between the activities. During the second stage, the company identifies and
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eliminates the cost drivers that lead to unnecessary or uneconomical activities. The last
stage in the improvement cycle is to motivate and encourage the improvement activities by
measuring the performance of core factors.132

ABM has enjoyed less success than its proponents promised and less success than its
adopters expected. One reason for this is that ABM drastically changes the way
information is collected, reported, and analyzed.1 " If the workers are not allowed to
participate in the planning and development of the new system, problems are likely to
arise134. One way to increase the employees’ commitment to the new system is to use
Workforce Activity Based Management (WABM). This version of ABM uses a group
process that aims at applying the ABC information to focus everyone on continuously
improving profitability, timeliness, and quality. Under WABM, employees are divided
into work teams for the purpose of documenting, measuring, and improving their
activities. The teams use storyboards as their primary tools for evaluating their
performance, brainstorming team issues, and resolving problems. The WABM approach is
supposed to change

the

organization by empowering the

employees,

defining

accountabilities, helping change the roles and responsibilities of managers and workers,
lowering the level of decision making, and focusing attention on the defects of functional
organizations.135

3.4 Summary of Process Management Approaches
Process management approaches typically take one aspect of process performance as a
starting point and then focus all the company’s actions on improving it. Total Quality
Management is a process management approach that strives to improve the effectiveness
and flexibility of the business as a whole by focusing on quality issues. It is a quality
strategy that is based on top management commitment, fact-based decision making,
customer and process focus, continuous improvement, employee commitment, and
continuous education and training. TQM affects performance measurement by measuring
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productivity and quality from the customers’ perspective, by focusing on operations
oriented rather than financial measures, and by using disaggregate and function or taskspecific measures.

Time Based Management regards time as the critical factor of performance. It strongly
emphasizes time related measures and focuses attention on four areas: reducing cycle
times, sticking to the delivery times promised, improving the flexibility of processes by
reducing set-up times, and shortening the time needed for new product and process
development. Performance measures in Time Based Management typically focus on
measuring productivity rather than financial performance, throughput rather than the level
of capacy utilization, and performance of teams rather than that of individuals and
depatments.

Activity Based Management is a process oriented approach that uses activity information
produced by Activity Based Costing to manage operations and to develop activities. The
emphasis in ABM is on cost effectiveness, but it also stresses the importance of customer
satisfaction, flexibility, high operational quality, short cycle times, and precise deliveries.
ABM aims at continuous improvement of activities using activity analysis, cost drivers,
and performance measures. These three process management aproaches have evolved from
their strictly quality, time, or cost focused origins toward the inclusion of all possible
aspects of performance and, as a result, they are all beginning to look rather similar.
Widening the scope of the approaches indicates that it has been admitted that processes
cannot be managed based solely on one type of performance measures.

4 Basis for Performance Management
In this chapter we describe the basis for the performance management models. We first
take up some general issues concerning the principles of performance measurement,
including the traditional approach to performance measurement, the objectives of
performance measurement and management systems, and designing a performance
measurement and management system. Then we introduce different categories of
performance measures used in the performance management models, different measures
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for the categories at different levels of the organization, and features of good performance
measures.

4.1 Principles of Performance Measurement and Management

Performance measurement systems are usually developed as a means of maintaining
organizational control136. * Organizational
*
control is the process of ensuring that an
organization pursues strategies that lead to the achievement of the company’s overall
goals. It requires that four conditions are satisfied. First, objectives must exist for the
process being controlled, because without an aim or purpose control would have no
meaning. Second, the output of the process must be measurable in terms of the various
dimensions defined by the objectives. That is, it must be possible to assess the degree to
which the process is attaining its objectives. Third, there must be a predictive model of the
process. This model has to be capable of identifying the causes of performance deviations
and facilitate the evaluation of proposed corrective actions. Fourth, it must be possible to
take action to reduce the deviations of attainment from objectives.b7

Traditional approach to performance measurement and control
For many years, companies have relied on accounting based measures as the primary
means of controlling their activities. Performance measurement systems have focused on
financial information and overlooked quality, market share, and other non-financial
measures, at least when it comes to actually using them in determining strategy,
promotions, bonuses, and other rewards.1"’8 Using financial measures as the primary means
of managing a company may have been appropriate in the past, but it is not that any more
in many cases. Contemporary business organizations no longer conform to the pattern
assumed when developing the traditional performance measurement systems. In particular,
when it comes to the business unit level, organizations are smaller, less diversified, less
hierarchical, and have more internal mutual interdependencies than before.139 According to
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Zairi140, most of the performance measurement systems developed in the past also tend to
be too remote from the business processes of the company and therefore they are unable to
map the performance of processes.

The financial management accounting information, driven by the procedures and the cycle
of the organization's financial reporting system, has many deficiencies. One of the most
important limitations is that accounting measures are lagging indicators.141 According to
Eccles and Pybum142, accounting measures tell the managers the consequences of
decisions already made but do little to predict future performance. Therefore, they claim
that accounting measures do not provide much help in determining what must be done
differently. According to Zairi143, the financial measures provide a limited view of
performance and fail at taking into account the customer perspective, whether internal or
external. He claims that instead of strategy, financial measures tend to focus on the short
term objectives and drive the company toward them. He further claims that the financial
information produced by cost accounting tends to be irrelevant or misleading most of the
time, because it is often based on out-dated and irrelevant cost accounting principles.
Activity Based Costing is a good attempt to improve the relevancy of cost accounting, but
the information provided by it will also be only seemingly accurate in many cases.

Despite the limitations of financial measures, there is no reason they should be totally
eliminated from companies" performance measurement systems. They still play a central
role in assessing the overall performance of a business and indicate whether a company is
on the right track at all. Financial measures are legitimate and important indicators of how
well the management is utilizing the assets under its control to increase shareholder
value.144 There are two general principles concerning the applicability of financial
measures. First, they tend to become less useful as the market environment in which the
firm competes becomes more dynamic. The trend toward time-based competition and
more integrated models of manufacturing with customer-supplier partnerships and
cooperative joint ventures will most likely reduce the importance of financial measures.
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Secondly, financial measures become more inappropriate as the level of management at
which performance is being measured becomes closer to physical production activities.
That is, the more physical the performance being controlled is, the more action-specific the
measures should be. Because the types of measures vary from one level to the other, it
cannot be required that the measures must add up and down across functions and
management levels. The measures should, however, at each level logically lead to
performance at the next level up.14'

Objectives ofperformance measurement and management systems
The performance measurement and management system should advance the organization’s
strategic goals. To do this, it has to embody a congruence between the organization's
mission and strategy and the performance measures used.Nän
146 The performance measures
should drive the company’s strategy throughout the organization so that people in the
organization understand what the strategy is and how their work and their performance are
linked to it147. The performance measurement and management system should also
determine the appropriate ways to measure different things at different levels of the
organization and fix accountability for performance on the measures. Unless all these
activities occur, strategy execution is in jeopardy. People will focus on the wrong
measures, fail to know when to measure, aim too low and achieve too little, and see no
consequences for missing or hitting the targets.148

In addition to control, the performance measurement and management system should
facilitate organizational learning and continuous improvement149. Hro
A prerequisite for these
is a feedback loop that communicates the process results from lower levels upwards to top
management160 that then compares the outcomes to pre-set targets and initiates corrective
actions if deviations exist. This feedback should be action oriented and real-time, but the
nature of actions and the speed of response may vary at different levels of management. At
the top level, the management should be able to use the feedback from the performance
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measurement and management system to evaluate the company’s strategies so that
corrections and adjustments can be made in them. The changes in strategies should then
cascade through the subsequent levels of management. At the middle-management level,
the performance measurement and management system should signal when there is need
to make a change in tactics to meet the company’s strategies. The feedback signal at this
level needs to indicate which actions are not working so that new actions can be selected
and controlled. The tactics chosen at the this level define specific operational goals for the
lower level of management.1"1 At the operational level, the measurement and management
system is used to manage the day-to-day operations.

Designing a performance measurement and management system
Developing a performance measurement and management system to assure strategy
execution can be described as a process, as illustrated by Figure 10. The process starts with
the management articulating the organization’s business strategy. Based on this, the
company identifies its critical success factors, that is. the few factors that must be executed
with excellence in order to gain and sustain competitive advantage. For example, a critical
success factor for a firm competing on low prices may be its superior capability in
purchasing and logistics.1"'2 Sources of critical success factors include the specific factors
that must be addressed in a given industry to survive and prosper, factors that relate to the
organization’s competitive strategy and industry positioning, factors connected to the
organization's economic and political environment, and temporal factors that relate to
specific circumstances.1'"’

ARTICULATE
BUSINESS
STRATEGY
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SUCCESS
FACTORS

DEVELOP
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Figure 10. Developing an effective performance measurement and management system.
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Once the critical success factors have been identified, the next step is to develop
performance measures and goals for them. The performance measures should indicate how
well the company is performing with regard to the critical success factors. To make these
measures operational at the unit, team, and individual levels, clear responsibilities must be
fixed for the performers. A very powerful method is to link the rewards to the achievement
of goals. The final step in this process is to realize the changes required in the company's
structure and to align its systems, skills, and style with the new measurement and
management system. Changes in these are needed to facilitate strategy execution on a
continual basis.153

The design of any performance measurement and management system should reflect the
basic operating assumptions of the organization it supports. If the organization changes
and the measurement and management system does not. the measurement and
management system will become ineffective or. more likely, counterproductive. Therefore,
companies moving from functional hierarchies toward flatter, team-based process
organizations should change their measurement and management systems also. Ideally, a
measurement and management system designed to support a team-based process
organization should help teams overcome two major obstacles to their effectiveness;
getting functions to provide expertise to teams when they need it and getting people from
different functions on a team to speak a common language.136

4.2 Performance Measures
Classification of measures
Performance measures used in the performance management models can be divided into
three categories: quality, time, and cost. Quality defines how good the product or the
service is, time indicates how good the process is, and cost defines how efficiently these
have been achieved. In each case, the evaluation of the level achieved is done by the
recipient or interested party. In the case of quality, it is primarily the customer; for time, it
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is primarily management; and for cost, it is the various stakeholders, including
management and shareholders. By focusing attention simultaneously on cost, quality, and
time, a company can optimize the results of the process and the whole organization.157

There also is a relationship among these three categories of performance measures. Cost
and quality together define the value of the product or the service to the customer. Quality
and time together determine the level of service the customer receives. For example, when
customers receive a reasonably priced, high-quality product that meets and exceeds their
expectations, they are receiving high value. When they receive a high-quality product very
quickly, they believe they are receiving a high level of service. Value and service together
define the level of performance of the company from the perspective of its stakeholders. In
order to maximize its performance, the company needs to optimize all the components of
performance simultaneously in a balanced way.158 * These relationships among the
components are depicted in Figure 11.

PERFORMANCE

VALUE

COST

SERVICE

QUALITY

TIME

Figure 11. The categories of performance measures and their relationships.
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Performance measures can be divided into two further categories: output measures, and
process measures. Output measures are used to report the results of a process and to
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control resources.160 They may include both financial and non-financial measures, but the
few cross-functional output measures in companies typically are financial ones, such as
revenues, gross margin, cost of goods sold, and capital assets. The output measures tell a
company where it stands in its effort to achieve goals but not how it got there or what it
should do differently. These measures are often oriented for management use only.161

Process measures monitor the tasks and activities of a process. They are essential for
cross-functional teams responsible for a process that delivers an entire service or product
to customers, like the order/delivery and the product development process.16" According to
Hronec163, these measures allow people to anticipate and prevent problems since they
monitor and control key activities. Especially at the lower levels of the organization, they
typically are physical or non-financial. Examples of process measures include setup time,
number of skills, cycle time, and customer response time. The process measures at one
organizational level can be the output measures of the next lower level.

The usefulness of different performance measures varies depending on the organizations
strategy, market situation, and the state of technology. Therefore, there is no single right
way to measure performance. Each organization and each unit within each organization
will require its own, unique set of performance measures. Learning to change these
measures better and faster will be an important competitive skill in the future.164 165

Performance measures at different levels of the organization
Performance measurement takes place at various levels of the company. Rummler and
Brache166

have

defined

three

levels:

organization,

process,

and job/performer.

Organization level represent the macro view of the company. It emphasizes the
organizations relationship with its market and its basic structures. The process level
focuses on the business processes and describes how work flows in the company. The
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job/performer or people level goes into the details of the processes and emphasizes the
performance of individuals doing the various jobs.

With these three levels as a basis, Hronec166 has developed a three-by-three matrix that is
supposed to help managers understand and develop measures that balance the three
dimensions of performance: cost, quality, and time. This quantum performance
measurement matrix is illustrated in Figure 12. The lowest level of performance
measurement, the people level, consists of the most actionable and immediate measures.
The quality measures at this level include reliability, credibility, and competence.
Reliability refers to how consistent the performance is, credibility means trustworthiness,
and competence is the possession of necessary skills and knowledge. Cost at this level has
three components: compensation, training, and motivation. Time measures for the people
level are responsiveness, and resilience. Responsiveness is the willingness and readiness of
an employee to provide prompt service, and resilience means flexibility, the ability of
employees to change.
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Figure 12. The quantum performance measurement matrix.167
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At the process level, quality has two dimensions: conformance, and productivity.
Conformance is the effectiveness of the process and indicates whether the output of the
process meets and exceeds the customer expectations. Productivity is the efficiency of the
process and it tells whether the process is doing the right things in the right way.
Productivity measures include, the process path length, the number of activities in the
process, and the number of units produced per hour. Cost at this level has two
components: the cost of inputs, and the cost of activities. The inputs include, for example,
raw materials, people, and capital costs. The other category, activity costs, refers to how
much it costs to perform a particular process activity, such as preparing a blueprint.
Methods, such as Activity Based Costing, are needed to identify these costs. Time
measures for the process level include velocity and flexibility. Velocity can be measured
using cycle time, and flexibility by using setup times, or the number of multitask
.

equipment.
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At the organization level, the measures are the roll-up of the performance measures at the
process and people levels. At this point, they are output-oriented and after the fact, but
represent the same things. Quality measures include empathy, productivity, reliability,
credibility, and competence. Empathy refers to how much individual attention the
customer gets. It can be measured, for example, by customer and employee satisfaction
ratings. Cost measures at the organization level include financial, operational, and strategic
measures. Financial measures refer to the historical financial statements compiled
according to external rule sets. Operational measures indicate the cost of running the
business on a day-to-day basis, and strategic measures are needed for financial analysis
used to support long-term decisions. Time measures at this level include velocity,
flexibility, responsiveness, and resilience.169

Good performance measures
Good performance measures share a number of common attributes that can be used as
criteria against which the measures are ranked. One of the characteristics is that the
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measures should be conceptually simple. They should be understandable and the managers
should easily be able to explain the strategic and operational significance of the measures
to both subordinates and superiors. Because the desired direction of movement of any
measure should be immediately clear to anyone who knows its definition, many index
measures must be avoided. Another characteristic is that the data required for each
measure should be readily available, either as output from some existing system, or with
minor investment in information technology. A major restructuring and investment in
measuring tools or data-processing staff should seldom be considered a requirement of
strategic management system development.170

The measures should also be actionable and relevant to the business process or output
tracked. If some measured aspect of performance were to fail, the managers should
immediately be able to recognize both the significance of the problem and how to address
it. The measures should be reliable. They should be as precise as possible and capture the
true result of a process or action without being affected by random measurement noise.171
They should be independent of the conscious distorting influence of the Companys
personnel172. The measures should also be timely. That is, they should be sufficiently real
time to enable decisions that relate to the actual state of the business process.173

The measures should be dynamic. The set of measures a company uses to guide itself
should be flexible and capable of change and improvement. For example, the company
should, in many cases, use the more dynamic measure improvement in product quality
rather than the static number of product defects.174 The rate of change should be
measured against both internal and external benchmarks. To avoid distortions, the focus in
this benchmarking should be the process rather than the functional performance. If a
company, for example, wanted to benchmark the efficiency of its finance department, it
could use a typical functional measure, the number of people employed in the central
finance function, as a yardstick. This measure, however, may easily lead to wrong
conclusions regarding efficiency, because some other companies may have delegated a
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great deal of the tasks of the central finance function to the divisional level. A more
appropriate measure than headcount for finance function efficiency could, therefore, be a
metric like the number of days it takes to close the books.17-'

Hoffecker and GoldenbergHof
176 Vit
claim that the measures should also be relative rather than
absolute in nature, because this ensures comparability across divisions when volume or
mix changes. For example, instead of measuring total warranty claims, they propose
measuring claims over total production. Relative measures, however, often tend to be
less informative regarding the actual subject than absolute measures. In addition to these
criteria, the management needs to consider the balance of the measurement set as a whole.
To ensure that the company meets its long-term objectives for growth and improvement as
well as its short-term financial performance requirements, the strategic management
system should offset short-term against long term, and financial against non-financial
measures}11 Instead of using return on investment as the Companys primary measure of
performance, measures, such as market share or the share of new products should be
used.

5 Performance Management Models

In this chapter we introduce three performance management models that can be applied for
the management of business processes: the performance pyramid, the balanced scorecard,
and the Tableau de Bord. At the end of the chapter we draw comparisons between the
models based on various criteria.

5.1 The Performance Pyramid
The Performance Pyramid is a performance management system that links an
organizations strategy and operations together by translating objectives from the top
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down and measures from the bottom up. It is based on three basic premises about
performance.

• Operations are linked to strategic goals by translating aggregate market and
financial goals into operational terms for each business operating system178 and
then into concrete operational measures for each department or component of those
systems.
• Items of financial and non-financial information are integrated and filtered so that
operating managers can use the information as a catalyst for process improvement.
Key measures in terms of quality, delivery, and cycle time are viewed together with
cost performance. On the operational level, however, cost is not measured in
financial terms, but as waste in the process, in order to make it easier for the
employees to understand and then act on the causes of cost, such as in-process
scrap, surpluses, accidents, and returns.
• All business activities focus on the needs of the customer by communicating
changing quality and delivery demands from the downstream customers to the
upstream departments and workgroups in the business system.179

The performance pyramid, illustrated in Figure 13, represents the structural framework for
this measurement and management system. It is based on concepts of Total Quality
Management, industrial engineering, and Activity Based Costing.180

The pyramid provides the structure for a two-way communication system that is required
to institute the strategic vision in the organization. It can be viewed as a three-tiered
hierarchy of measures that is driven by the corporate vision. The highest level of
performance measurement takes place at strategic business units. The next level deals with
measuring the business operating systems, or the business processes, and the lowest level
includes departments and work centers.181 At the base of the pyramid are the operations

178 According to Cross et al. (1994, 292), a business operating system is the equivalent of a core process.
Core processes include, for example, new product introduction and order fulfillment.
179 Lynch & Cross 1994, 63 - 66
180 McNair et al. 1990, 30
181 Judson 1990, 162-163
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that are performed by the individuals in the departments and work centers and managed
with the Companys performance management systems.
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Figure 13. The performance pyramid.182

The four levels of objectives and three levels of performance measures address both
external effectiveness and internal efficiency within an organization. The left side of the
pyramid focuses on external effectiveness and is devoted to securing market objectives,
especially customer satisfaction. The right side indicates the internal efficiency of the
..
183
Companys operations.
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5.1.1 Linking Strategy with Operational Objectives

From vision to strategic business unit objectives
The development of a Companys performance pyramid starts with the senior management
determining the overall corporate vision. The vision is then translated into market and
financial objectives and goals for each business unit. Market objectives deal with long
term aspects and include, for example, new product penetration and market share.
Financial objectives focus on shorter-term goals, such as cash flow, return on investment,
profit, and economic value added. Strategies are developed to describe how these
individual strategic business unit objectives will be achieved.184

The business process level
The core business process or business operating system level is the bridge between the
top-level, traditional indicators and the day-to-day operational measures. This link enables
departmental measures to focus on the effectiveness of the entire operating system rather
than on the efficiency of a single department.18" Success at the business process level
means supporting the business strategy through tangible operating objectives that apply to
cross-functional activities. At this level, the strategic business units market and financial
objectives are broken down into more tangible operating objectives and priorities defined
in terms of customer satisfaction, flexibility, and productivity.186

Customer satisfaction signifies how customer expectations are managed. For many
business processes, especially those that support the external customers directly, customer
satisfaction is of paramount importance. For the business as a whole, customer satisfaction
can be defined in the operating terms of quality and delivery performance. A business
process driven by customer satisfaction places strong emphasis on the market side on the
performance pyramid. It also impacts the measurement of workflow and emphasizes the
external measures of quality and delivery from department to department.187
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Flexibility is at the heart of the performance pyramid because it addresses the
responsiveness of the business process. A business process can be considered flexible,
when it efficiently meets the changing demands of customers. Flexibility can be increased
by, for example, adopting Flexible Manufacturing Systems188 or just-in-time189 methods,
and it is based on continuous organizational learning. Flexibility has both internal and
external components. The external component relates to meeting the demands of the
customer and the internal component relates to doing that efficiently. Therefore, flexibility
objectives should be aligned with customer satisfaction and productivity.190

Productivity refers to how effectively resources are managed in order to achieve the
customer satisfaction and flexibility objectives. It is typically the driving force when firms
compete on the basis of price in a commodity market. It is an internally driven force that
has much emphasis on the financial side of the performance pyramid. It is not directly
perceived by the customer, but still, it is productivity that has received most of the
attention among the three driving forces.191 192

Departmental and work center level
At the base of the pyramid, the objectives are finally converted into specific operational
criteria: quality, delivery, cycle time, and waste for each department or component of the
business system. High quality and regular on-time delivery are the drivers that bring about
increased customer satisfaction. The combination of externally-driven delivery and
internally-driven cycle time define flexibility. Productivity goals can be achieved by
reducing both cycle time and waste.19'

Quality in the performance pyramid means meeting or exceeding both internal and
external customers expectations continuously through the delivery of defect free products
or services. It is no longer acceptable to think of quality as conformance to specifications,
188 Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) refer to a manufacturing layout or system that is designed to
permit rapid changeovers to different products and production processes.
189 In a narrow sense, just-in-time (JIT) refers to the movement or transport of material so as to have only
the necessary material at the necessary place at the necessary time. In a broader sense, JIT is a system
characterized by commitment to continuous improvement in activities and the quality of products, while
eliminating waste. (Lynch & Cross 1994, 206 - 207)
190 Hannus 1993, 86
191 Lynch & Cross 1994, 75
192 Judson 1990, 163
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as it has a far broader meaning in todays marketplace. Quality has to do with features,
functions, performance, durability, reliability, aesthetics, perceived quality, etc. Delivery
refers to the customer specified quantity of product or service delivered on-time to the
right place. As JIT takes hold in more and more companies, on-time really means on time.
Delivering too early becomes just as unacceptable as delivering too late.193

Cycle time is the sum of process time, move time, inspect time, queue time, and storage
time. Only process time, however, can be considered to be value-added time. Because
typically only 5 per cent of the total cycle time is devoted to adding value, there is a big
opportunity for improvement in cycle time reduction. Unnecessarily long cycle time
contributes directly to poor strategic performance in productivity and flexibility.194 195
Waste
is the non-value added activity and resource used to meet the requirements of the
customer. It includes all the effort and costs associated with failures, appraisals, and
surpluses. This means that efforts spent on repairing defects or producing 110 units to get
out 100 good units is not poor quality performance, but poor cost performance. This
categorization follows from these costs being invisible from the customer and, therefore,
internal. The main objective at the business process level is to improve productivity by
reducing overall costs. At the departmental level, the objective becomes more specific:
Measure and eliminate the waste created in each department or function.19-'

5.1.2 Developing Measures

Strategic business unit level
The measures for the performance pyramid are derived form the objectives and goals set
for each of its levels. At the strategic business unit level, the units long term goals are
reflected by market measures that include external measures, such as absolute and relative
market share, market share rank, and share to the largest competitor. Longer-term market
measures would also include measures of innovation, such as new product sales and
percentage of market, R&D spending, and percentage of market with major changes in
technology. Financial measures that reflect short-term objectives have traditionally been
193 Cross et al. 1994, 184-185
194 Lynch & Cross 1994, 80-81
195 Cross et al. 1994, 186
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over-emphasized. Although they represent only half the picture, they are valid top-level
measures for the business as a whole and for each of the Companys business units. These
measures include profitability, cash flow, and return on investment.196

Business process level
There are two kinds of measures at the operating system level. First, there are global
measures that provide top management with a sense of whether strategic objectives are
being achieved or not. Second, there are specific work flow measures that represent dayto-day measures of operating effectiveness and efficiency. These measures are calculated
by rolling up the four performance measures in each department.197

Global measures may be reported externally by, for example, independent surveys, or
internally by, for example, service evaluation cards filled by customers. Global measures
may be a combination of two or more of the four performance criteria at the base of the
performance pyramid and they tend to summarize the performance of the company as a
whole. For example, product rating may relate to design, manufacture, or after sales
service. Global business process level measures for customer satisfaction may include the
number of complaints, revenue per customer, renewal rate, and customer intent to
repurchase. Measures for flexibility include quoted lead times, on-time delivery for rush
orders, inventory turns, development speed, rapid design changes, volume and mix
attainment to orders, and the numbers of products using common processes. Productivity
measures for business processes include total factor productivity, cost of sales, selling and
general administrative expenses, product margins, expense ratios, asset turnover ratio, day
sales outstanding, added value per employee, and break even time.198

Specific workflow measures are concrete measures that managers and workers can control
on a day-to-day basis. It is easy to use the data to assess the business process as a whole, if
each department is reporting on quality, delivery, cycle time, and waste. Quality and
delivery measures for the business process are determined by the end-customer. This
means that they are reflected in the internal measures taken by the last department of the
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process. The cycle time measurement for the business process is the sum of the critical
path cycle times in each department, and the cost is the sum of each departments waste in
monetary terms. In order to avoid mixed signals, it is important to tie the cost into the
financial reports.1"

Departmental and work center level
When a strategic business unit strives to improve responsiveness to customer
requirements, all departments must operate effectively and interact well together. Each
department has to maintain its strategic focus. This requires that each of the four
performance criteria are translated into a few selected local measures that describe how
each criterion is manifested in that department. The departmental performance measures
are either internal or external. Internal measures include cycle time and waste. They are
not directly perceived by the customer, but still, they are critical to the departments
ultimate success. External measures that include quality and delivery are important
directly to the departments customer. To ensure that each departments measures are in
tune with those of the business process and the business as a whole, it is also essential to
involve both upstream and downstream suppliers and customers in specifying
departmental measures. When supplier and customer departments work together to
develop performance measures for the supplier department, it becomes possible to resolve
the often difficult issues of how to deal with trade-off questions among the four
performance criteria.200

When developing a local measurement system, quality and delivery performance measures
are first developed for the departments output from the perspective of the customer. The
specification should start with the department closest to the external customer and work
back the workflow towards the creation of the product or service. Internal cycle time and
cost measures are then established to best meet the external challenge.201 This kind of an
order makes it possible to introduce a dynamic up-dating capability into the measurement
system to ensure that it is tracking both current strategies and the customers expectations.
Figure 14 illustrates the relationship between internal and external measures as the work
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flows from one department to the next. Each department measures its own internal
performance with regard to cycle time and waste. Quality and delivery aspects are
evaluated by the customer department.202
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Figure 14. Internal and external departmental measures.20"'

Tailoring measures and prioritizing them at different times may create a problem for senior
executives who want to compare the performance of a group of departments or facilities
with league tables. With the performance pyramid it is not possible to compare
departmental performance against any measure. It is however, possible to compare their
rates of improvement.204

5.1.3 The Performance Loops

The four levels of the performance pyramid are linked together to create a control system
that synchronizes top-level financial reports with the operating measures. This is done by a
series of performance loops embedded in the performance pyramid, as illustrated Figure
15.205
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The base of the pyramid is essentially a plan-do-check-act cycle (loop 1). The nonfmancial measures it contains provide a complete control loop, whether for an individual
operation or the whole department. The loop starts with setting the targets, such as
reducing waste or cycle time, or improving quality. Then action takes place and the results
are charted to facilitate comparison and evaluation of performance. Based on the results,
adjustments are made to keep the system on track. The measures at this level are timely,
stated in the language of operations, and close to the point of action. This makes it possible
to adjust the current activities accurately.*207

The business process level (see loop 2) actually consists of a double set of controls:
operating and financial. The former is used to evaluate how well departments work
together in meeting business process objectives. The latter, financial reporting, completes
the control loop used at this level, translating the operating data into summary cost data for
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top management. When, for example, improvements in cycle time are made at the
department level, this information is passed up to the business process level in the second
performance loop. To facilitate operational control, the cycle times of each individual
department are summed up to the cycle time of the whole business process. To satisfy the
needs of external financial reporting, adjustments are made into inventory level reports,
and then the information is fed back to the goal-setting process in loop 1.208

Another example of how operating data is linked to the accounting system can be seen in
how costs are handled. At the department and work center level, non-value added costs, or
waste, are captured. They are then passed up to the business operating system level where
total expenses from the general ledger are compared to the output. If total factor
productivity goals are not achieved, feedback and cost reduction activities are targeted at
the departments reporting significant waste.209 The feedback cannot be as timely as in loop
1. but also the focus of decision making is longer. Most plants are evaluated on monthly or
quarterly performance, and managers at this level need only enough feedback to know
when a problem that is going to affect total period performance exists.210

Moving up the pyramid, the level of detail decreases markedly, as do the requirements for
timeliness and the frequency of reporting cycles. At the business unit level, the
performance of major business processes, such as new product introduction or order
fulfillment, is evaluated to see how well strategies have been executed. Loop 3 consists of
operational and financial components. The operating measures provide a signal that
financial and marketing objectives may not be reached, and the financial control loop
verifies this after the fact. Here non-financial data, such as market share, retention rate, and
product/service quality ratings, are recorded and the financial performance of the business
unit is reflected in the unit's profit and loss numbers, asset turns, and revenues. Based on
these results, new programs are developed and more challenging goals are set for the
business process level.211
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In this loop, the financial and non-fmancial measures do not necessarily agree. Quality
improvements, better delivery, and faster cycle times may not translate immediately into
improved profits for several reasons:

• There may be volume and mix changes in the company's production.
• Competitors may have achieved similar or better improvements which have
caused the yardsticks move.
• The operational improvements may be benefiting a future financial period instead
of the current one.
• Market share gains achieved from quality and delivery improvements may have
been made inefficiently. For example, delivery objectives may have been
achieved by carrying an excessive amount of inventory.21"

This inconsistency between the two sets of measures concretizes the need to include both
financial and non-financial components in the performance management model.

The final feedback loop (loop 4) provides feedback for the corporate vision itself. Top
management receives information over time on how effectively strategies have been
executed and resources deployed. Total corporate performance is compared to
expectations, and markets and competitive tactics are evaluated and adjusted as necessary.
The information system in the performance pyramid can support whatever type of
reporting the upper management wants. The detail is there, ready to be passed up through
the reporting hierarchy on demand.21"’

5.2 The Balanced Scorecard
The balanced scorecard is a set of measures that aims at providing the managers with a fast
but comprehensive view of the business. It includes financial measures, and it
complements them with three sets of operational measures related to customer satisfaction,
internal processes, and the organizations innovation and improvement activities. Financial* *
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measures in the balanced scorecard tell the results of actions already taken while the
operational measures are the drivers of future financial performance.214 The balanced
scorecard framework was developed as a result of a research project carried out by
Professor Robert Kaplan from the Harvard Business School and David Norton in 1990215.

Kaplan and Norton216 claim that the early experiences of companies using the balanced
scorecard have demonstrated that the balanced scorecard meets several managerial needs.
First, the scorecard brings together, in a single management report, many of the seemingly
disparate elements of a Companys competitive agenda: becoming customer oriented,
improving quality, shortening response time, reducing new product launch times,
emphasizing teamwork, and managing for the long term. Second, it guards against suboptimization as it forces managers to consider all the important operational measures
together. The balanced scorecard reveals the trade-offs that managers have made among
performance measures and encourages them to achieve their goals in the future without
making trade-offs among key success factors217. It reveals whether improvements in one
area have been achieved at the expense of another. For example, spending on set-ups can
be cut either by reducing set-up times or by increasing batch sizes.218 According to
Otley219, the balanced scorecard is based on the control of horizontal business processes
rather than vertical functions. The processes in the balanced scorecard are viewed crossfunctionally and measures that make one function look good at the expense of another are
avoided.220

The balanced scorecard puts strategy and vision, not control, at the center. It translates the
Companys strategic objectives into a coherent set of targets and performance measures
and expects that the employees will take whatever actions needed to achieve those goals.
The underlying idea is that the managers may know what the end result should be, but the
employees are the ones who know the best way to achieve those goals. The measures in
the balanced scorecard are designed to pull people toward the overall vision.221 According
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to Kaplan and Norton222, the balanced scorecard is not just a measurement framework, but
a management system that can motivate breakthrough improvements in such critical areas
as product, process, customer, and market development.

5.2.1 The Four Perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard

The balanced scorecard answers four basic questions that are related to the different
perspectives of the framework:

• Financial perspective
How do we create value for shareholders?
• Customer perspective
What do existing and new customers value from us?
• Internal perspective
What processes must we excel at to achieve our financial and customer
objectives?
• Innovation and learning perspective
Can we continue to improve and create future value?223

These four perspectives allow companies to specify objectives that balance short-term
financial performance with the drivers of long-term growth opportunities for future
financial performance.224 Figure 16 illustrates the four perspectives and presents some
examples of measures for them.

Customer perspective
Customer orientation has become a priority for top management in many companies.
When the balanced scorecard is used, the managers have to translate their general mission
statement on customer service into specific measures that reflect the factors that really
matter to the customers.22"' The balanced scorecard methodology requires that customers
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participate in this process by identifying a set of goals and measures that are important to
them. The performance measures for the balanced scorecard should be developed by
groups of managers working with customers to understand their primary requirements.226
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Figure 16. The four perspectives of the balanced scorecard.227

According to Kaplan and Norton228, customers concerns usually fall into four categories:
time, quality, performance and service, and cost. Time measures how long it takes for the
company to meet its customers needs. For existing products, lead time can be measured as
the time from receiving an order to the time the company actually delivers the product or
service to the customer. Quality measures the defect level of incoming products as
perceived and measured by the customer, but it can also measure on-time delivery, or the
accuracy of the Companys delivery forecasts. The performance and service component

Newing 1995,22
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measures how the Companys products or services contribute to creating value for its
customers. Cost must be understood in its wider context because the customers see price
as only one component of the cost they incur when dealing with their suppliers. Other
costs range from ordering, scheduling delivery, and paying for the materials, to receiving,
inspecting, handling, and storing the materials. Also, costs based on scrap, rework, and
obsolescence caused by the materials, and schedule disruptions from incorrect deliveries
should be taken into account. Measures for customer perspective include, for example,
market share, the customer satisfaction index, and customer ranking surveys"“9.

Internal business perspective
If the organization is to meet these customer requirements, it has to excel at certain
internal processes, decisions and actions. The internal perspective has to reflect the
organizations core skills and the critical technology involved in adding value to the
customers business.New
230 According to Kaplan and Norton231, Ibi
the internal measures for the
balanced scorecard should stem from the business processes that have the greatest impact
on customer satisfaction. Companies should also attempt to identify and measure their
core competencies, the critical technologies needed to ensure continued market leadership.
Performance measures for the internal business perspective include, for example, cycle
time, yield, and amount of re-work.

In order to achieve goals on cycle time, quality, productivity, and cost, managers must use
measures that are influenced by the employees actions. The organizations overall goals
have to be broken down into unit, departmental or workgroup measures that link the top
managements judgment about key internal processes and competencies to the actions
taken by individuals. This linkage ensures that employees at all levels of the organization
have clear goals for actions, decisions, and improvement activities that contribute to the
Companys overall mission."'2
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Innovation and learning perspective
The customer and internal perspectives focus on parameters that reflect the organizations
current competitive position. The innovation and learning perspective illustrates the
Companys ability to change as the factors of success keep changing. The company, its
management and all of its employees must continually seek to learn, to innovate and to
improve every aspect of the organization and its business just to maintain their competitive
position.233 Innovation and learning perspective focuses attention on the Companys ability
to launch new products and services, create more value for customers, and improve
operating efficiencies continually234. It encourages the company to set targets and
measures that emphasize continuous change in customer needs, such as the percentage of
sales derived from new products compared with established ones, long-term investment,
and time to market235. In addition to measures on product and process innovation, some
companies have set improvement goals for their existing processes, including specific
rates of improvement for on-time delivery, cycle time, defect rate, and yield. A Companys
ability to innovate, improve, and learn is directly tied to the Companys value.236 New

Financial perspective
Financial performance measures are set in cooperation with the shareholders and usually
cover traditional measures, such as profitability, growth, and shareholder value. The
measures indicate whether the Companys strategy along with its implementation and
execution are contributing to bottom-line improvement. If the overall corporate strategy is
not a fundamentally profitable one, it is extremely unlikely that financial performance will
be satisfactory, no matter how well the strategy has been implemented."37

Measures of customer satisfaction, internal business performance, and innovation and
improvement are derived from the organizations particular view of the world and its
perspective on key success factors. Because that view is not necessarily a correct one, and
because the balanced scorecard can only translate a Companys strategy into specific
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measurable objectives, not even an excellent set of measures guarantees a winning
strategy. A failure to convert improved operational performance, as measured by the
scorecard, into improved financial performance should lead to re-examining the strategy or
its implementation. For example, companies do not sometimes follow up their operational
improvements with another round of actions. In the case of quality and cycle-time
improvements, the managers should be prepared either to put the excess capacity to work,
or else get rid of it. Otherwise the operational improvements will not be brought to the
bottom line. Periodic financial statements remind managers that improved quality,
response time, productivity, or new products benefit the company only when the
operational results are translated into improved sales and market share, reduced operating
expenses, or higher asset turnover.238

Linkages between the four perspectives
The measures in the four categories of the balanced scorecard are not independent of each
other. Instead, they are closely connected to each other and a change in one measure will
have an impact on the other measures. For instance, headcount reduction might improve
immediate profitability, but could adversely affect measured staff morale. This could then
lead to a reduction in customer satisfaction and innovation to such an extent that the
benefit from the short-term cost savings would disappear. The managers have to, therefore,
understand and take into account the linkages between the different measures in their
scorecards when making decisions.239

5.2.2 Building a Balanced Scorecard

Performance measures are not generic. They should be related to the company's or the
business unit's strategy.240 The measures in the balanced scorecard need to be tailored to
the specific requirements of each technology and industry“41. It is likely that no two
organizations will roll out the same version of the scorecard. It must be tailored to fit the
unique corporate cultures, the strategic time horizons, and the business processes in each
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organization242. * Different
**
market situations, competitive environments, and product
strategies require different scorecards.24-' Practice has shown that, instead of the entire
corporation, the appropriate organizational unit for the scorecard is a strategic business

Figure 17 illustrates how the corporate strategy is connected to the measures on the
balanced scorecard. The first step in creating a balanced scorecard is to establish a
corporate vision. The vision should be simple and meaningful to everyone in the
organization, and it should be supported by a small set of corporate perspectives.24' The
vision and the mission of the company must be linked to strategic business objectives246.
The managers need to answer the question, "If I succeed with my vision and strategy, how
will my performance differ for shareholders, for customers, for internal business processes,
and for my ability to innovate, grow and improve?"247 The objectives should be set in
cooperation with the stakeholders. The shareholders should be asked what financial
aspects they value most, and the customers should be asked what they want from their
number one supplier248.

Once management has identified its own and the stakeholders' priorities, it must attach the
appropriate measures to the model. It is relatively easy to generate a list of possible
measures. For example, financial performance could be expressed by revenue, gross
margin, cash flow, operating profit, or operating cost versus budget. Similarly, customer
satisfaction could be measured in terms of customer satisfaction indices, repeat orders,
complaints, or even returns. It is, however, much more difficult to select the optimal
measures from the numerous possibilities.249 In this selection process the critical success
factors play an important role. The critical success factors are the drivers of good
performance. They are the factors that are considered to be essential for the attainment of
the Companys objectives. Therefore, the management needs to first identify the critical
success factors and then select performance measures that are linked to these.
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Figure 17. Linking measurements to strategy.2"'0

While giving the managers information from the four perspectives, the balanced scorecard
aims at minimizing information overload by limiting the number of measures used2'1. It
forces managers to select a limited number of critical indicators within each of the four
perspectives and helps focus on the Companys strategic vision2'2. Some companies have
set as a criterion that the balanced scorecard should contain fewer than fifteen measures,
and that there should be an average of three to four measures in each scorecard category*'3.
Kaplan and Norton2'4 suggest the use of 15 to 20 measures. The final choice of the number
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and the type of measures should be up to the senior managers or other people who will use
the system255.

The balanced scorecard can cover every function in an organization. The human resources
department can be measured just as well as the marketing department. In this system, high
level objectives are broken down into actionable measures at lower levels of the
organization. The performance measures in the balanced scorecard form a pyramid with
aggregate measures at the top and more specific measures at the bottom. The balanced
scorecard, like all performance measurement systems, is characterized by output
performance measures at the highest level of the organization. At lower levels the
performance measures focus more on input measures.241 In addition to driving the
measures vertically into the organization, they can also be driven horizontally.
Horizontally, they can identify how, for example, design and manufacturing contribute to a
specified area, such as customer satisfaction.247 The process view can be supported in the
balanced scorecard by integrating ABMs process oriented information about what is
really driving cost, from outside and within the business, into the scorecards set of
measures.

Each metric in the balanced scorecard typically has one primary owner, but there usually is
a cross functional team responsible for it as well. The team for a hit-to-hit time of a die-set,
for example, may consist of the supervisor of the die-set, who is the primary owner of the
measure, the chief electrician, the supervisor of tool and die, and a person in quality
assurance. This team works together to improve the measure. Data collection for the
measure begins at the hourly level and there may be boards showing the gathered numbers
to all employees of the department. Gathered and displayed this way, the measures
facilitate managing performance on virtually a real-time basis on the plant floor."718
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5.2.3 Managing Strategy

Companies have extended their use of the balanced scorecard from a measurement system
to a strategic management system. They are now using the balanced scorecard to clarify
and update strategy, communicate strategy throughout the company, align unit and
individual goals with the strategy, link strategic objectives to long-term targets and annual
budgets, identify and align strategic initiatives, and conduct periodic performance reviews
to learn about and improve strategy. The balanced scorecard provides a framework for
managing the implementation of strategy while also allowing the strategy itself to evolve
in response to changes in the Companys market, competitive, and technological
•

environments.

259

The balanced scorecard introduces four management processes that, separately and in
combination, contribute to linking the long-term strategic objectives with short-term
actionsKap
260. Figure 18 illustrates these processes.

Translating the vision
The first process, translating the vision, is part of the process in which a company
develops measures for its balanced scorecard. In this process the management needs to
clarify its vision and translate it into a strategy that can be easily communicated and that is
understood in a coherent way everywhere within the organization. General statements
about becoming best in class, the number one supplier, or an empowered
organization, for example, do not provide people with useful guides to action at the local
level. Instead of these general statements, the vision and strategy must be expressed as an
integrated set of objectives and measures that describes the long-term drivers of success.
The process of developing the objectives and measures for the scorecard helps build
consensus and commitment to the Companys vision and strategy.261
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Figure 18. The four processes of strategy management.262 263

Communicating and linking
The second process, communicating and linking, makes it possible for managers to
communicate their strategy up and down the organization and link it to departmental and
individual objectives. The scorecard gives managers a way of ensuring that all levels of the
organization understand the long-term strategy and that both individual and departmental
objectives are aligned with it. To do this, the scorecard users generally engage themselves
in three activities: communicating and educating, setting goals, and linking rewards to
r-

performance measures.

263

Communicating the strategy begins with educating the people who will be involved in
executing it. Most companies use a broad-based communication program to share with all
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employees the strategy and the critical objectives they have to meet if the strategy is to
succeed. The balanced scorecard should also be communicated upward in the organization.
The scorecard provides a good means of informing the corporate headquarters and the
corporate board of directors of a business units strategy. The measures on the balanced
scorecard also provide the basis for feedback and accountability for results.264

Because mere awareness of corporate goals is not enough to change many peoples
behavior, the organizations high-level strategic objectives and measures must be
translated into objectives and measures for operating units and individuals. This can be
done, for example, by creating personal scorecards that make employees and groups
articulate which of their own objectives would be consistent with the business unit and
corporate objectives, and what initiatives they would take to achieve their objectives. The
employees should also be asked to define some performance measures for their objectives
and to set targets for each measure.265

An organization can connect its balanced scorecard measures to the Companys reward
system. This provides an attractive and powerful linkage which, however, carries risks.
The company may have selected wrong measures for the scorecard. The data for the
measures may not necessarily be valid and reliable, and unintended or unexpected
consequences may arise from the way targets for the measures are achieved. There may
also be problems in the way the multiple objectives in the Companys compensation
formula are handled. If weights are assigned to each objective and the incentive
compensation is calculated by the extent to which each weighed objective has been
achieved, large incentives can be achieved if the business unit overachieves on a few
objectives, even though it falls far short on others. To avoid this, minimum threshold
levels for a critical subset of the strategic measures could be established.266

Not all companies, however, link the balanced scorecard to the reward system. Some
organizations have reduced their emphasis on short-term, formula-based incentive systems
as a result of introducing the balanced scorecard. They have discovered that the scorecard
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provides a better opportunity to observe the managers abilities and set incentive rewards
subjectively. This alternative is less susceptible to the game playing and distortions
associated with explicit, formula-based rules.267

Business planning
The third process, business planning, enables organizations to integrate their business and
financial plans. According to Kaplan and Norton268, the wide variety of improvement
programs companies are nowadays implementing can be coordinated when managers use
the ambitious goals set for balanced scorecard measures as the basis for allocating
resources and setting priorities. These initiatives, such as re-engineering, employee
empowerment, time-based management, and total quality management, promise to deliver
results but also compete with one another for the organizations scarce resources. Kaplan
and Norton claim that with the balanced scorecard it is possible to undertake and
coordinate only those initiatives that move the department, and the whole company,
toward its long-term strategic objectives.

The balanced scorecard unifies the two traditionally distinct and virtually unconnected
processes, strategic planning and operational budgeting269. This integration can be done by
first selecting measures from all four perspectives and setting targets for each of them.
Then the users will determine which actions will drive them toward their targets and
allocate the necessary resources for them. The final step in linking strategy to actions is to
establish specific short-term targets, or milestones, for the measures on the balanced
scorecard. These milestones are tangible expressions of managers beliefs about when and
to what degree their current programs will affect those measures.270

In an integrated planning and budgeting process, executives continue to budget for short
term financial performance, but they also introduce short term targets for measures in the
three other perspectives of the balanced scorecard. With these milestones established,
managers can continually test both the theory underlying the strategy and the strategys
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implementation.271 In order to achieve breakthrough improvements, management must set
ambitious targets in all the four perspectives. If the targets are sufficiently challenging,
employees will know how they can innovate and contribute to achieving quantum
improvements in performance. These improvements are required if the company is to
maintain its long-term competitive advantage and the profitability that it provides.272

Feedback and learning
The fourth process, feedback and learning, makes strategic or double-loop learning
possible. This is learning that produces a change in peoples assumptions and theories
about cause-and-effect relationships.27’ Financially based management tools cannot
engage senior managers in double-loop learning, because these tools address performance
from one perspective only, and because they dont involve strategic learning. Strategic
learning consists of gathering feedback, testing the hypothesis on which strategy is based,
and making the necessary adjustments. With the balanced scorecard at the center of its
management system, a company can monitor short-term results not only from the financial
perspective but also from the three additional perspectives. The scorecard enables
companies to evaluate strategy in the light of recent performance and modify it to reflect
real-time learning.274 275

The balanced scorecard has three features that are essential to strategic learning. First, it
articulates the company 's vision and defines the results the company is trying to achieve in
clear and operational terms. Second, it supplies the strategic feedback system that can test,
validate, and modify the hypotheses embedded in a business units strategy. Executives
forecast the relationship between changes in one or more specified goals by defining short
term goals, or milestones, within the business planning process. Third, the scorecard
facilitates the strategy review and learning. With its specification of causal relationships
between performance drivers and objectives, the balanced scorecard allows corporate and
business unit executives to use their periodic review sessions to evaluate the validity of the
units strategy and the quality of its execution.27' For example, if the units employees and
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managers have done everything required concerning the performance drivers, such as
retraining of employees and availability of information systems, but the unit doesnt
achieve the expected outcomes, such as shorter cycle time, it is evident that the underlying
strategy is not necessarily valid. The managers should, in that case, reconsider their shared
view of the business environment and the organizations strategy.

5.3 Tableau de Bord

5.3.1 Overview

The Tableau de Bord is a French framework for managerial reporting and performance
evaluation. It represents the operational side of managerial accounting systems in France
and it is disconnected from the normative cost analysis system that focuses on product
costing for valuation purposes.276 The Tableau de Bord has its roots in the ideas and
concepts that were developed by the powerful industrial engineering community in France.
It answers the engineers needs for information regarding the steering or piloting of
businesses.277 It is a physically based, information-for-decision-making approach that
complements the well codified cost analysis system. The Tableau de Bord has evolved
over the years from the early 1960s from a loosely defined tool into a formally structured
instrument with well defined purpose, content, and form.278

The Tableau de Bord contains clear similarities with the balanced scorecard'79 which,
perhaps, is advocated along the lines of this French framework280. Tableau de Bord
literally means 'dashboard' or 'instrument panel' and it represents the minimum set of
indicators that allow the manager or the engineer to operate the responsibility center's
physical and human assets successfully.281 The Tableau de Bord contains essentially
operational and forward looking data282 that makes it possible to fulfill the mission of the
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responsibility center on an ongoing basis. It is, however, quite distinct from the traditional
responsibility accounting report. It not only focuses on future oriented, non-fmancial
measures but it also emphasizes the manager's and his or her peers' role in utilizing the
data283.

The Tableau de Bord represents the operating model of the firm284. The organization is
understood as a system that can be logically controlled and managed. The basic belief in it
is that managers need to monitor only variables connected to key parts of the system.
These variables are the action 'levers' that facilitate or guide decision making in piloting
the business, or the responsibility center.28' Once the business system is described or
represented by the key variables and the associated measures, the Tableau de Bord can act
as a device for the deployment and implementation of strategy286. It can be seen as an
integrated communication device that permits management control of the enterprise287. By
acting on the variables the manager is responsible for, he can affect the final outcome.
Because the variables are allocated to each manager in a systematic and coordinated way,
it becomes possible for the organization to reach its chosen strategic objective. The
measures of the variables reveal the impact of actions taken to achieve the selected
objective.288

The idea behind the Tableau de Bord is neither totally new nor exclusively French, but it is
there where this tool found such an early and large deployment in almost all types of
businesses, including for-profit as well as non-profit organizations"89. The Tableau de
Bord stresses a pyramidal analysis of different information facets of the enterprises
activities290. It offers a similar way to break down the organization's strategy into its
mechanical components as the decomposition of ROI used first by DuPont in 1919. In
both of these, each manager is given responsibility for a portion of the objective's
components. Each one can then easily determine whether the action considered will
improve the overall performance or not. In both models, the overall objective is achieved
284
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by the coordination that derives from the frameworks' decision-tree-like approach. The
Tableau de Bord also resembles Ishikawa diagrams291. Just like these diagrams, it offers
models of causality and indicates areas where action is most likely to effect positive
results.292

5.3.2 Constructing a Tableau de Bord

Various methodologies have been developed for constructing a Tableau de Bord in France.
One of these, the OVAR (Objectifs, Variables dAction, Responsable) method, describes
the construction of a Tableau de Bord as a four stage process that is repeated at each level
of the organization. The OVAR method is implemented, in general, by all managers under
the leadership and with the technical support of the management controller. The four
stages of the OVAR method are:

Step 1. Identification of the objectives.
Objectives are developed for each manager so that they are in line with the upper
level objectives. They are defined contractually every year and they constitute the
basis for the evaluation of the manager's performance.
Step 2. Identification of the causal model and the action-variables.
The organization is described as a system and the relations of that system with its
surrounding environment are illustrated by a cause and effect diagram. This
causal model reveals the key components, or the action-variables, that the
manager needs to operate to meet his or her objectives.
Step 3. Identification and choice of indicators.
Indicators are identified and developed for each action-variable. The indicators
help the manager know whether the objectives will actually be reached as planned
and how well the action variables are being controlled. Once the indicators have
been chosen, the Tableau de Bord report is designed. The Tableau de Bord report
generally contains not only indicators describing the evolution over time of a

291 Ishikawa diagrams, also known as fishbone diagrams and cause and effect diagrams, are charts that help to
find out the possible causes to outcomes, help to sort them out and help to organize their interrelationships
292 Lebas 1994,482
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number of key action-variables, but possibly also space for written analysis,
interpretations and opinions about the data shown.
Step 4. Development of a computerized system to produce the Tableau de Bord.
A computerized system is developed to produce the Tableau de Bord. Special
attention needs to paid to the selection of the type of the data base and the type of
the interrogation language since they will define how user-friendly and
evolutionary the system will be.293

An example of a Tableau de Bord aimed at a responsibility center management team is
presented in Figure 19. The indicator rows in the figure represent a variety of values, ratios
and indices that are deemed relevant to the activities of the responsibility center. These
include turnover, market growth and efficiency. The first column provides information on
the situation in the current month, the second on the previous month, and the third on the
current month last year. The total to date is provided by the fourth column which can
usefully be cross-compared to the goal for the current month and the goal for the current
month cumulated.294 ada

Realized in
Realized in
Realized in
current month previous month current month
previous year

Realized in
current month
cumulated

Goal for
current month

Goal for
current month
cumulated

Indicator 1
Indicator 2
Indicator 3
-

Figure 19. An example of a Tableau de Bord.29:>

5.3.3 The Structure of the Tableau de Bord System

The Tableau de Bord entails a four-dimensional communication system covering local,
horizontal, vertical, and firm wide information296. The purpose of the Tableau de Bord is
to inform:
293
294
295
296
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• The manager: on how well he or she is doing in terms of assigned performance.
The model is aimed much more at giving a vision of the future by the analysis of
the responsibility center's potential than at measuring past performance.
• The peers: about how well the responsibility center is performing and will be
performing in the future, in order for them to take anticipatory corrective actions to
any originally agreed upon plan.
• The superior: about the current and future performance of the subordinates, since
his or her performance will be largely the result of the performance of those to
whom a share of the mission has been delegated.297
• All managers: about the general state of the firm, about its most important results,
opportunities and threats, and about its most important axis of strategy. The
objective is to integrate the managers behaviors by creating a common
information base.298

The organization's hierarchy may be reflected in the structure of the Tableau de Bord.
Each component and responsibility center in a larger company may have its own Tableau
de Bord. These Tableau de Bords are set in coordination and should mesh together so that
a coherent view of the state of the business and its future direction can be obtained.'99 The
Tableau de Bord is not limited to only describing the organizations vertical structures. It
can reflect the product-value chain from raw material to customer service and tactical
maneuvering to strategic management of local or global elements of the enterprise. It is a
highly customized, action-based control tool that can provide equally well an engineering,
production or marketing-based focus. A Tableau de Bord is continually revised to implant
corporate dynamics within it.300

Figure 20 synthesizes the structure of the Tableau de Bord framework and the information
flows within it. In this system, each Tableau de Bord is built upon a customized set of
measures with elements reflecting the responsibility center's future, present and past. In
addition to being used locally, chosen parts of this performance-related information are
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Consolidated upwards to the superior and laterally to the peers.301 302
The303
Tableau de Bords
also contain information that is shared by all managers at all levels. It may be a package of
numbers communicated to all members of the organization but, more likely, it will be a set
of common indicators specific to the strategy of the firm or to the industrial sector. The
level of detail a Tableau de Bord contains depends on its place in the hierarchy. The higher
the Tableau de Bord is in the hierarchy, the more aggregare is the information it
.

•

contains.

302

Superior
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Communication
to Peers

Information about the Performance of Subordinates
Legend:
I
I Firm Wide Information
----I----- Information Required to Fulfil the
1----- 1 Supervisory Function

I

I----- 1 Information on the Performance
1----- 1 of the Peers
— information for Local Use

Figure 20. The structure of the Tableau de Bord system and the information flows within
..

303

The Tableau de Bord system is used for the deployment of strategic information
downwards also. This is facilitated by the negotiation process with the various partners
concerning the building of a new Tableau de Bord. This process creates a unique
opportunity to align the components of the organization regarding objectives, strategy and
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tactical choices. It also offers a possibility to define the domain of responsibility for each
participant.304

The most important thing in this system for piloting the organization is that the critical
success factors are identified and measured as soon as possible by physical measures. The
Tableau de Bord is not linked to a specific accounting cycle305 *and it can be produced
daily, weekly, monthly or even annually, depending on the nature of the process being
managed"'06. A Tableau de Bord can have short-, medium- or long-term components, since
the business’s critical action areas and variables can require decisions to be made for
several different time horizons. If the responsibility center has several time horizons of
decision making, it may also have several Tableau de Bords.307

The Tableau de Bord provides the minimum set of information needed by managers at any
point in time. It is essentially visual and limited in its complexity308, and the accounting
data it contains may be integrated with graphical information, statistical tables and
quantitative notes309. Although the Tableau de Bord emphasizes non-fmancial measures, it
is not to say that financial indicators play no part in piloting the business. Accounting-type
data is generally used for information purposes, but also for decision making purposes at
higher levels in the hierarchy. This more accurate but much less timely financial
information is needed to validate the decisions made previously and to evaluate their
consequences.310 Virtually all French companies include some accounting numbers in their
Tableau de Bords. These numbers sit alongside and complement the physical information
that is considered to be anticipatory and a better base for decision making.311
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5.4 Comparison of the Models

5.4.1 Scope of the Models

All three performance management models can track down the three basic elements of
performance: cost, quality, and time. In the performance pyramid, cost is included at all
levels of the organization. At the department and work center level, the performance
pyramid measures costs in terms of waste using non-fmancial measures. It ignores the
importance of financial cost information at the lowest levels of the organization and seems
to assume that the actionable non-fmancial measures alone can bring about optimum
performance. At the business operating system or business process level, the performance
pyramid includes cost in financial terms primarily in productivity, but also as a component
of customer satisfaction. At the strategic business unit level, financial information is used
for verifying the results of the activities after the fact.

The balanced scorecard includes cost primarily in its financial perspective but also in the
customer perspective and the internal business perspective. In the financial perspective, it
focuses on reporting the results of performance in financial numbers. In the customer
perspective, it points out the total costs of the product or the service to the customer. The
internal business perspective emphasizes productivity measures. The Tableau de Bord has
its roots in the needs of the operational management of manufacturing companies and it,
therefore, emphasizes non-fmancial measures. Also cost is usually measured in nonfmancial terms in the Tableau de Bord. The Tableau de Bords, however, typically also
contain some accounting numbers primarily for information purposes but also for decision
making purposes at higher levels of the organization.

Quality in the performance pyramid is explicitly defined at the department and work center
level. At the process level it is included as a determining factor of customer satisfaction.
Costs due to bad quality are categorized as waste and included in the cost components of
the performance pyramid. In the balanced scorecard, quality is included in the measures of
the customer perspective and the internal business perspective. The customer perspective
reflects the quality of the product or the service delivered to the customer, and the internal
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business perspective reflects the quality of the production process. In the Tableau de Bord
quality measures typically are closely connected to managing the quality of the production
process.

Time is included at the lowest level of the performance pyramid as cycle time, as one
component of the success of delivery, and as a source of waste. At the process level time is
measured primarily in the flexibility component, but it is also a determinant of customer
satisfaction and productivity. In the balanced scorecard, time is measured from the internal
business perspective, from the innovation and learning perspective, and from the customer
perspective. The internal business perspective often measures time as the cycle time of the
process or its components. The innovation and learning perspective uses time as the
indicator of the Companys ability to renew itself, and in the customer perspective time
refers to the aspects of time that are essential to customer satisfaction. In the Tableau de
Bord time is monitored for process management purposes.

In addition to measuring cost, quality, and time, the balanced scorecard explicitly focuses
attention on the long-term determinants of success by including the innovation and
learning perspective in the scorecard. In the performance pyramid, the longer-term
determinants of success may be included in the flexibility component at the process level,
and in the market component at the business unit level. The Tableau de Bord may have
short-, medium-, or long-term components depending on the decision-making horizon. Its
measurement framework does not, however, typically include specific learning measures.

The measures in all of the frameworks have multiple dimensions. The performance
pyramid incorporates measures that are financial and non-financial, qualitative and
quantitative, internal and external to the organization, and measure efficiency and
effectiveness. The performance pyramid, however, does not explicitly distinguish between
the measures of results and the measures of the determining factors. The balanced
scorecard includes measures that are financial and non-fmancial, and internal and external
to the organization. It may include qualitative measures in addition to the quantitative ones
also. The balanced scorecard makes no clear distinction between the results and the
determinants of performance but just divides the measures into financial and operational
ones. In addition, the balanced scorecard fails to distinguish between the measures of
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effectiveness and efficiency."12 The Tableau de Bord incorporates non-financial and
financial, and internal and external measures, and may include qualitative measures as
well as quantitative ones. The Tableau de Bord strongly emphasizes using action
provoking measures but may include result measures also. It, however, does not explicitly
distinguish between them. It also does not clearly distinguish between the measures of
efficiency and effectiveness.

5.4.2 Applicability of the Models to Process Management

The performance pyramid is well suited for the management of business processes. It
explicitly links the objectives and the measures of the business operating system, or the
business process, to the objectives and measures of the departments and work centers and
the business unit. It also institutes a mechanism that provides feedback on the actions
taken at lower levels to the upper levels for management purposes. The performance
pyramid can be used to define a set of measures for each business process within a
strategic business unit and then to manage it. The components of the performance pyramid
at the process level balance the most important aspects of process performance.

The balanced scorecard is best suited for the management of a company at the business
unit level. The internal business perspective in the balanced scorecard includes process
measures that indicate the efficiency of the process and that must be kept in mind when
evaluating the performance of the business unit. Because efficiency related process
measures are included in only one of the four perspectives of the balanced scorecard, the
model seems to be better suited for monitoring the performance of processes rather than
for actively managing them. When applying the balanced scorecard to the management of
business processes at the process level, the company should emphasize the measures from
the internal business perspective of the scorecard.

The Tableau de Bord is built on an idea of cross-departmental transfer of information. The
objective is to ensure that the other departments can take anticipatory corrective actions if

12 See Ballantine, Joan & Brignall, Stan 1995,21,25. A Taxonomy of Perfonnance Measurement
Frameworks. 18th Annual Congress of the European Accounting Association. Binningham, United
Kingdom., May 1995.
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the performance of one department is to change from what has been expected. The
Tableau de Bord for a business process contains only the most important measures needed
in the management of the process. In addition to global process measures, it contains
elements from the lower level Tableau de Bords, as well as components from the Tableau
de Bords of the related business processes.

5.4.3 Applicability of the Models to Different Process Types and Business Sectors

There are some differences in the types of processes the performance management models
are suited for. With regard to the classification of processes based on the organizational
entities involved, the performance pyramid can be said to be well suited for the
management of interorganizational, interfunctional, and interpersonal processes. The
management of interpersonal processes may be taken care of with the department and
work center level concepts of the pyramid. When applying the performance pyramid for
sub-processes, there may be a need to introduce a specific sub-process level into the
framework.

The

balanced

scorecard

is

best

suited

for

the

management

of

interorganizational and interfunctional processes, but it can also be applied to interpersonal
processes. Applying it at the operational level, however, requires that a strong emphasis is
placed on the internal business perspective. Due to its flexible nature, the Tableau de Bord
can be applied to the management of interpersonal, interfunctional as well as
interorganizational processes.

Regarding the type of objects manipulated by the process, the performance pyramid is
ideally suited for the management of physical articles. It can also be used for managing
processes with informational objects, but in these cases all the components of performance
at the department and work center level may not be of significant importance. The
balanced scorecard can be applied for the management of physical as well as informational
object processes. The Tableau de Bord was originally aimed at managing physical
manufacturing processes, but it can also be used for informational object processes. When
it comes to the type of activities of the process, the performance pyramid can be said to be
well suited for the management of operational processes. It can also be applied for
managerial processes, although it is not ideally suited for them. The balanced scorecard
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can be applied for operational as well as managerial processes. The Tableau de Bord has
originally been designed for the management of operational processes, but it can be
customized for the needs of managerial processes also.

The performance pyramid can be applied to manufacturing as well as service companies.
The rigid structure of the pyramid, however, brings about some problems with its
applicability. The delivery and cycle time components, for example, may not be ideally
suited for the needs of all service organizations. The balanced scorecard can be applied
equally well for companies in manufacturing and service businesses. The origins of the
Tableau de Bord go to the operational management of manufacturing companies. It can,
however, be adapted to fit the requirements of service companies as well.

5.4.4 Applicability of the Models to Different Organizational Levels and Structures

The frameworks differ from each other in their applicability to the different levels of the
organization. The performance pyramid integrates the performance measurement and
management systems at three levels of the organization: the business unit level, the
business operating system or the business process level, and the department and work
center level. It provides no coherent set of measures that can be used for comparing
different departments, processes, or units. An appropriate unit for applying the
performance pyramid is the strategic business unit.

A basic assumption regarding the balanced scorecard methodology is that it can be used at
all levels of the organization. The balanced scorecard model itself is rather a flexible
framework that is best suited for the management of strategic business units and divisions
with a well defined strategy. The model can. however, hardly be used at the corporate level
for monitoring performance between different business units, each with its own mission
and strategy. The usefulness of the model also diminishes at lower levels of the
organization, because it seems to be difficult to find relevant measures for all the
categories of the scorecard there. The balanced scorecard methodology provides no
explicit means of linking the scorecards of the different levels in the organization. The
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companies may, however, include some components of the upper level measures into the
lower level scorecards.

The Tableau de Bord has originally been designed for the management of responsibility
centers. It is a flexible model that can be applied for performance measurement and
management at all levels of the organization. The Tableau de Bord methodology facilitates
communication between different responsibility centers and between different levels of the
organization. It, however, does not facilitate comparisons across different departments,
processes, or units, because each of these has its own, individual objectives and measures.

The performance management models differ from each other to some extent with regard to
their applicability to the structure of the organization. The performance pyramid is ideally
suited for a process organization. It can also be used for managing companies in which
processes either drive the business or are acknowledged but the functions dominate. A
problem for applying the performance pyramid in a matrix organization is that the
departments and work centers may be given a functional set of objectives and measures in
addition to the objectives and measures of the performance pyramid. Because the business
operating system level requires at least some level of process thinking, it is difficult to
design and apply the measures for the performance pyramid in a purely functional
organization.

The balanced scorecard can be applied for process, matrix, and functional organizations. In
the case of a functional organization, it adds some process thinking into the Companys
measurement and management system. In matrix and process organizations, the balanced
scorecard helps in managing the business units or controlling the business processes within
it. The roots of the Tableau de Bord are in the management of functional organizations.
However, it contains elements that facilitate the horizontal flow of information in addition
to the vertical one. The Tableau de Bord can be applied for matrix and process
organizations as well as for functional ones.

5.4.5 Feasibility of the Models

The performance pyramid proposes that the performance measurement and management
systems at the different levels of the organization should be integrated. It defines the
logically related categories of measures for each level of the pyramid, but it provides little
help in actually building an integrated set of measures between the different levels. The
large number of levels, and categories of measures, makes the performance pyramid
somewhat complicated and fairly laborious to implement. A prerequisite for the success of
the performance pyramid methodology is that the corporation has a well defined vision for
the business unit it considers applying the pyramid to. A shortcoming of the performance
pyramid is that it fails at recognizing that a process may have different kinds of customers
that require different approaches.

The balanced scorecard framework is simple to use and quickly implemented, and it seems
to be suitable for all kinds of organizations. It is rather easy to derive a bunch of measures
for the scorecard, but it is much more difficult to select the ones that really drive
performance. The balanced scorecard fails at providing tools for integrating the scorecards
from different levels of the organization. The Tableau de Bord system is a result of years
of evolution. It is simple and easy to use. but it has not been able to overcome its major
deficiency: it is very little known outside France. Constructing a Tableau de Bord can be
rather a laborious task since it involves negotiations at many different levels in the
organization.

Effective use of all the frameworks requires that they are linked to the Companys
information systems that facilitate efficient gathering of information and provide an easy
access to performance information for the employees. Gathering information from various
sources requires that the different information systems that exist in each company are
integrated. All three frameworks set high requirements for the information systems data
processing capabilities, user-friendliness, and flexibility, and require that the data collected
by the different systems is comparable and timely. Since it is likely that the existing
information systems fail at producing at least some of the information needed, the actual
implementation of the performance management models easily becomes time-consuming
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and expensive. Figure 21 summarizes the most important results concerning the
comparison of the three performance management models.
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Figure 21. Comparison of the performance management models.

6 Case: Telecom Finland Oy
In the case study we first introduce the case company and its key business processes. Then
we describe one of the business processes of Telecom Finland Oy, the subscriber
connection and service order/delivery process for residential customers, in more detail.
This process has recently been re-engineered and it now requires a new set of performance
measures. The functionality of this process is essential because its completion is a
prerequisite for customer access to Telecom Finlands network and services and for the
start of charging for traffic. After describing the process, we introduce the measures
currently in use. Then we develop a management model for it by modifying the
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performance management model that best seems to meet the requirements of the process,
the performance pyramid, to better meet the needs of the company and the process. After
that, we develop a set of possible new measures for the process and then select the most
important ones based on the proposed model and interviews concerning the objectives of
the process. Finally, we discuss some implementation aspects concerning the management
system.

6.1 Company Presentation
Telecom Finland Oy is a Finnish telephone operator that offers a full range of
telecommunication services both as a network operator and as a producer and supplier of a
wide range of telecom services. Its customer groups include large companies, small and
medium-sized companies, State and municipal administration and private consumers.
Besides the national operations, Telecom Finland also participates in numerous foreign
projects. In 1995 the net sales of Telecom Finland amounted to FIM 5,697 million, with
growth of approximately 11 per cent. The profit before extraordinary items was FIM 685
million and the consolidated net profit for the financial year amounted to FIM 356 million.
The balance sheet total for Telecom Finland was FIM 6,619 million and the equity ratio
amounted to 63 per cent. At the end of 1995, Telecom Finland employed 7,067 people/1"’

Telecom Finland is a part of the Suomen PT Group that offers and develops postal and
telecommunications as well as related services mainly in Finland but also in appropriate
international business areas. The operations of the Suomen PT Group are carried out by its
subsidiaries Suomen Posti Oy, Telecom Finland Oy, PT-Autopalvelut Oy, and Avancer
Oy. Suomen Posti Oy and Telecom Finland Oy have domestic and foreign subsidiaries and
associated companies. Suomen Posti Oy operates in the field of conveyance of information
and small goods. Its customers include all Finnish households, companies and
organizations, and it has international connections to around 200 countries. PTAutopalvelut Oy buys, leases, maintains and repairs vehicles used by the Group. Avancer
Oy supplies data technological consulting, system, operating and management services.
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The customers of PT-Autopalvelut and Avancer include an increasing number of outside
companies and public-administration entities.314

The parent company, PT Finland Oy, is responsible for ensuring successful business
conditions for the Group. It takes care of the Groups strategic management and
centralized functions, especially financing and uniform personnel policy. The net sales of
the Suomen PT Group amounted to FIM 10,580 million in 1995, representing an increase
of 6 per cent from the previous year. The profit before extraordinary items was 1,304
million and the consolidated net profit for the financial year amounted to 850 million. At
the end of 1995, the Suomen PT Group employed 34,480 people. Its balance sheet total at
that time was FIM 11,122 million. The Suomen PT Group is owned by the State of
Finland.31"

Starting from 1.1.1996, Telecom Finland has been operating as a matrix organization that
consists of five business divisions and two marketing divisions. The business divisions of
Telecom Finland are Voice Services, Mobile Communications, Value Added Services,
Special Business Areas, and Network Business. They market their products and services
domestically through the Sales and Marketing division and internationally through
Telecom Finland International Marketing/16 The organization model of Telecom Finland
is illustrated in Figure 22.

Mobile Communications operates on the fast growing market of mobile communications
and offers various services, such as GSM, NMT, ARP, Paging, Inmarsat satellite, and
Marine radio services. At the end of 1995, Telecom Finland had almost 1 million NMT or
GSM subscribers in Finland. The mobile communications business is based on the
services and solutions developed around wireless communications technology. In 1995 the
divisions the net sales amounted to FIM 1,973 million.317
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Figure 22. The business organization of Telecom Finland 1.1.1996.318

In 1995, the Voice Services and Network Business divisions operated under the name
Basic Networks. Their total net sales amounted FIM 2,054 million, representing a decrease
of 4 per cent. Because the wireline business area is a mature business sector that suffers
from declining tariff levels due to price competition and from increased transition from
fixed subscriber lines to mobile subscriptions, no great growth is expected in this area in
the near future either. The infrastructure of Telecom Finlands network represents generic
transmission technology that forms the basis for the production of telecommunication
services. At the end of 1995, Telecom Finland had a total of 746,000 subscriber lines in its
networks. In addition to serving fixed subscriber lines, the fixed telephone network is
utilized as a platform for mobile and value added services, with capacity also sold to
outside service providers.*319 320
Net sales to external customers in Network Business
amounted to some FIM 70 million in 1995l20.

The Voice Services business consists of fixed domestic and international call services as
well as transit call service for other international operators. Following the opening of
competition in long-distance calls at the beginning of 1994, the market share of Telecom
Finland declined and stabilized to a level of 41,5 per cent by the end of 1995. This
represented a total traffic volume of 900 million minutes and net sales of less than FIM
18 Telecom Finland, Annual Report 1995. 1996, 7
319 Ibid, 8, 12, 18
320 Yli-Äyhö 7.6.1996
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200 million in 1995. In international calls, Telecom Finlands market share declined to 69
per cent, representing a traffic volume of 230 million minutes and net sales of some FIM
900 million. Local calls represent the largest share of the telephone services market.
Unlike long-distance and international call traffic, it has not yet been opened up to
competition. It will, however, be subject to major changes when the legislation aimed at
eliminating the barriers to local network competition goes into effect. In 1995 traffic in
Telecom Finlands local networks amounted to a total of 2,054 million minutes generating
net sales of more than FIM 900 million.321

The Value Added Services division provides data transfer services, corporate network
solutions, and information services and concepts that are offered over both fixed and
mobile networks. Most of its net sales of FIM 630 million in 1995 were derived from data
transfer services. The business involves many new products and services that are seen to
have significant potential both in Finland and in other advanced market areas. The Special
Business Areas sector includes fixed access networks, as well as various specialized
services, such as cable TV operations, customer equipment sales, information and operator
services, telephone directories, and security services. Its net sales amounted to FIM 1,041
million in 1995.322 Ibi

In terms of customer segments, the net sales from domestic operations consisted of FIM
2,070 million derived from residential customers, and FIM 3,380 million derived from
business customers. The Telecom Finland Group includes, in addition to the parent
company, 18 group companies and 21 associated companies. The largest revenue earners
among the subsidiary companies are Yritysverkot Oy and TYV Tele Yritysviestintä Oy.
Ninety-three per cent of total Group net sales come from the parent company, Telecom
Finland Oy/23
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6.2 Business Processes
Corporate level processes
Telecom Finland has identified four corporate level key processes, in which the Companys
strategic core business activities are performed. They determine the success or failure of
the business and make it possible to differ from the competitors. The processes have been
defined from the customers point of view and they aim at adding value to the customer.
Due to the strategic importance of the key processes, they are not subject to extensive
outsourcing but are the ones that are invested in. However, vendors may be used for some
parts of the processes, such as billing. The four key processes are: the service production
process, the customer relations process, the product management process, and the
management and support processes.’“4 Telecom Finlands corporate level process map is
presented in Figure 23.

The purpose of the service production process is to ensure successful teleservice by using
and maintaining the production equipment appropriately. The service production process
includes, for example, service management and network maintenance processes. The
purpose of the customer relations process is to serve the existing customers and to acquire
new ones. The process aims at successful customer service and consists of selling,
order/delivery, billing, customer service, and market communication processes. The
product management process aims at ensuring the competitiveness of the Companys
products and services by developing and building new teleservices and production
equipment. The product management process includes evaluating technologies, product
development, product management, and planning and building production systems
processes. The purpose of the management and support processes is to manage and
support the Companys business activities effectively. The processes support the other key
processes through strategic planning, finance management, personnel management,
information technology management, purchasing and logistics, communication, and
research and development processes/2'
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Figure 23. The key processes of Telecom Finland.326

Subscriber connection and service order/delivery process for residential customers
The subscriber connection and service order/delivery process for residential customers (the
order/delivery process) is a sub-process of the customer relations process and aimed at
serving all Finnish households. It includes:

• the delivery of a subscriber connection and the required installation work
• the cessation of a subscriber connection
• the transfer of a subscriber connection
• the assignment of a subscriber connection to another customer
• change or modification in services included in a subscriber connection327

Malinen 29.4.1996
27 Internal material of Telecom Finland Oy: Prosessinomistajan tehtäväkuvaus
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The volumes of these activities are very large because the process is aimed at the
numerous residential customers. In the period of one year the process deals with 24,000
deliveries of new subscriber connections, 26.000 cessations, 34,000 transfers, 7,500
assignments to other customers, and 200,000 service changes or modifications328. The
volumes are, however, declining due to transition from fixed subscriber lines to mobile
subscriptions.

The objective of the re-engineering project concerning the order/delivery process was to
decrease costs, to increase customer satisfaction, and to enhance employee satisfaction.
More specifically, the project aimed at increasing the accuracy of deliveries, ensuring that
all delivery dates are agreed on with the customer, and reducing the total resource
consumption of the process from 309 working years to 219 working years in the to-be
situation.-'29 As a result of the re-engineering project, the process has been divided into
four groups of tasks: call center, back office, service production, and field operations330. 331

The order/delivery process cuts across different divisions and units of Telecom Finland. It
requires cooperation between Sales and Marketing, Network Business, Voice Services,
and TeleUra, a unit responsible for the field operations. In addition to these, the process
involves vendors that participate in the installation work as well as private entrepreneurs
that operate Telecom Finlands customer service facilities.-’31 The relation between the
order/delivery process and the functional structure of Telecom Finland is illustrated in
Figure 24.
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Figure 24. The relation between the order/delivery process and the organizational structure
of Telecom Finland. jj2

The process in the to-be situation starts when a customer phones Telecom Finlands
customer service number. The call is directed to a call center that routes it to a free
customer service representative with the appropriate skill level based upon the callers
profile. The routing in the call center is done automatically using the features of Automatic
Call Distribution (ACD)*333 and Intelligent Network (IN)334 *technology. The system also
integrates and links the telephone call and the associated information with the appropriate
customer database information based on the callers phone number. This means that the
customer service representative receives both the telephone call and simultaneously the
information the database contains concerning the customer on his or her computer. This
feature makes customer service faster and more efficient.33'2 The customer may also come

’2 Internal material of Telecom Finland Oy: Tavoitetilan toimintamallin ja tavoitetilaprosessin yleiskuvaus
An ACD is a specialized call handling and switching system that equally distributes calls among the call
centers customer service representatives and automatically directs incoming calls using pre-specified
conditions for the routing and queuing of each call. (Internal material of Telecom Finland Oy: Telen
kuluttaja-asiakkaan palvelu puhelimessa. Nykytilan ja tavoitetilan kuvaus, 30)
’4 Intelligent Network (IN) is a telecommunications network achitecture that facilitates faster and easier
introduction and modification of new services. It is based on the principle of separating service handling
from traffic handling and centralizing the service handling functions into a limited number of nodes.
(Tränk 1995, 88)
Internal material of Telecom Finland Oy: Telen kuluttaja-asiakkaan palvelu puhelimessa. Nykytilan ja
tavoitetilan kuvaus, 19, 35, 61
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into one of Telecom Finlands customer service facilities operated by private
entrepreneurs. Most often, however, the process starts with a phone call. The
order/delivery process, including the four groups of tasks and the most important
information flows between them, is illustrated in the process map in Figure 25. The
information flows between the groups of tasks have been automated and computerized in
the to-be process.
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Figure 25. Process map for the order/delivery process.336

The first task of the customer service representative in the call center is to identify an
existing customer. This can be done either on the basis of the automatically distributed
information or by asking the customer his telephone number, name, or other identification.
The second task in the call center is to find out the contents of the service request through
discussion with the customer. The third task is to establish a new customer if the customer
cannot be found from the customer register. The fourth task is to check the customers
credit information, and the fifth task is to check the availability of the service and
resources, and a possible delivery time. If, for example, the technical level of the exchange
is not sufficient, there are no resources to build a subscriber line, or there are other

336
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problems with availability, the customer service representative has to offer alternative
products, such as an NMT or a GSM phone. The seventh task of the customer service
representative is to make an offer and agree on the date of delivery with the customer or to
submit a request for an offer to service production.3"'7

The eighth task in the call center is to choose a telephone number for a new customer. The
ninth task is to update the catalogue information, and the tenth task is to agree on details
concerning billing with the customer. The customer service representative also has to type
in all the remaining information concerning additional sales as well as other order
information. The eleventh task is to activate the services, the route, and the line the
customer has requested/38 If the route or the line is not available but the customer lives in
a population center, as is the situation in 80 per cent of the cases337
339, the
338 customer service
representative has to make a work order to service production and field operations. The
twelfth task is to provide the customer with the instructions needed to use the service.
Finally, the customer service representative has to start the delivery of the sales documents
and the materials package to the customer/40

The objective in the process is to fulfill as many customer requests as possible from the
call center during the phone call. In some 20 per cent of the cases, however, the delivery of
a new subscriber connection or the transfer of an existing subscriber connection cannot be
executed in real time.341 In these cases, requests or work orders are sent to service
production and field operations. In exceptional circumstances, the customer order may also
be moved to one of the related processes. If capacity is missing, the order is moved either
to the infrastructure production process or to the mobile product processes. If automatic
activation fails for some reason, the work is moved to the fault management process. If
there are problems with the customers credit information, the order is moved to the credit
negotiation process. To improve the efficiency of work in the call center, all work that
does not need to be made in real time has been moved to the second group of tasks, the

337 Internal material of Telecom Finland Oy: Kuluttaja-asiakkaiden puhelinliittymän ja palvelujen
tilaus/toimitusprosessin tehtäväkuvaus, 1.2- 1.19
338 Ibid, 1.24-1.31
”9 Internal material of Telecom Finland Oy: Tavoitetilan toimintamallin ja tavoitetilaprosessin yleiskuvaus
'40 Internal material of Telecom Finland Oy: Kuluttaja-asiakkaiden puhelinliittymän ja palvelujen
tilaus/toimitusprosessin tehtäväkuvaus, 1.31 - 1.36
'4I Internal material of Telecom Finland Oy: Tavoitetilan toimintamallin ja tavoitetilaprosessin yleiskuvaus
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back office. The back office completes offers or formulates work orders on the basis of the
information it receives from service production."’42 Its tasks include printing and posting
materials, offers, contracts, and other documents to the customers, as well as the follow-up
of open offers and contracts342
343.

The third group of tasks, service production, is responsible for routing a subscriber
connection and activating the services in cases where the call center cannot carry out these
operations for some reason. The first task of the service production includes receiving a
work order and evaluating its content. The second task is to perform routing as far as
possible in the network information system, and the third task includes activating the
service automatically, or manually in special cases, on an agreed upon time. The fourth
task is to control open work orders, and the fifth task includes preparing an offer on
delivering a subscriber connection when the call center has requested it.344

The fourth group of tasks, field operations, consumes more resources than the other groups
of tasks’45. It is responsible for the installation work at the customers premises. The first
task of the field operations includes receiving, evaluating, and updating an order. If the
field work includes, for example, small construction work, its implementation is designed
at this point. The second task in the field operations involves building a network
connection as agreed. The third task includes the installation work at the customers
premises, and the fourth task is to sell additional products to the customer if they are
needed. The fifth task is to provide instructions for the customer on using the service or
the product, and the sixth task includes closing the work order.346 At the end of the
order/delivery process in the to-be situation the customer makes a phone call to Telecom
Finlands test number in order to check the functionality of the subscriber connection
and/or the service347.

342 Internal material of Telecom Finland Oy: Tavoitetilan toimintamallin ja tavoitetilaprosessin yleiskuvaus
343 Viitasalo 30.5.1996
44 Internal material of Telecom Finland Oy: Kuluttaja-asiakkaiden puhelinliittymän ja palvelujen
tilaus/toimitusprosessin tehtäväkuvaus, 2.1 - 2.7, 3.1 - 3.16
345 Muuronen 6.6.1996
46 Internal material of Telecom Finland Oy: Kuluttaja-asiakkaiden puhelinliittymän ja palvelujen
tilaus/toimitusprosessin tehtäväkuvaus, 2.1 - 2.7, 3.1 - 3.16
",47 Internal material of Telecom Finland Oy: Tavoitetilan toimintamallin ja tavoitetilaprosessin yleiskuvaus
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The

order/delivery process

has

a

process

owner responsible

for the

design,

implementation, management, and continuous improvement, as well as the quality and
cost effectiveness of the process. The process owner develops cooperative structures and
practices for the divisions and units involved in the process. He sets the targets for the
process and takes care of the development and management of a process control system.
He defines measures for the process and answers for reacting to deviations in them.348
Persons responsible for the groups of tasks are the superiors of telephone service for the
call center and the back office, and the area managers and team coaches for the field
operations. Telecom Finland has not yet assigned upper-level reporting relations for the
service production.349

6.3 Measures in Use
At the corporate level, Telecom Finland has arranged the monitoring of its processes as
part of its quality program. It applies its own version of the Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Award Criteria to obtain a complete picture of the current state of its activities and
the improvement potential in each division.350 351
The Baldrige Award Criteria Framework
evaluates the Companys performance, systems, and the underlying factors using seven
categories: leadership, information and analysis, strategic planning, human resource
development and management, process management, business results, and customer focus
and satisfaction. The process management category that is used to monitor the state of
processes in Telecom Finland aims at examining the key aspects of process management,
including customer-focused design, product and service delivery processes, support
services, and supply management. The evaluation involves all work units, including
research and development. The Baldrige Award Criteria Framework examines how key
processes are designed,

effectively managed,

and improved to achieve higher

performance.3"'1 The Baldrige Award Criteria, however, does not contribute to the
operational management of processes, because it does not monitor the actual results of the
process or the efficiency of the activities within the process.
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For operational process management purposes,

Telecom Finland measures

the

performance of its current order/delivery process against three objectives essential to
improved

competitiveness:

customer satisfaction,

cost efficiency,

and

employee

satisfaction. It does not have a stabilized set of measures for these yet since the re
engineering project concerning the order/delivery process has not been concluded. At the
moment, there are nine measures Telecom Finland uses to manage the process and five
measures it intends to introduce in the near future.352 Ibi Kär

Telecom Finland measures customer satisfaction in the order/delivery process with
specific customer satisfaction measurements, with the delivery success rate, with the
number of successful and faulty deliveries, and with cycle time3'3. Customer satisfaction
measurements are conducted annually. The customers are asked for their impression on,
for example, the delivery of the service or product, the functionality of the product or the
service, and the level of customer service they have received. Some lighter measurements
are also conducted continuously by, for example, calling the customers a few days after
the delivery of the subscriber connection or the service. In addition to these measurements,
Telecom Finland orders specific mystery shopping surveys from a research institute
twice a year. Mystery shopping surveys are conducted using a group of virtual clients
that evaluate the level of customer service against specific quality criteria. The criteria
serve as guidelines for work and as the basis for measuring and developing performance.
Telecom Finland has defined quality criteria for customer service for its customer service
facilities, for call centers, and for installation work at the customers premises.3'4

The quality criteria for service in telephone, for example, consist of three categories. The
first category, general impression, includes service attitude, friendliness, impression about
the level of expertise, the test clients subjective general impression, and the attainment of
objectives. The second category, service technique, includes starting the conversation, first
impression, way of speaking, adaptation to the customers rhythm of speech, managing the
situation, focusing on the customer, and ending the conversation. The third category deals
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with knowledge about the subject matter, determining the customers needs, and making
additional sales. It includes formulating questions to determine the problem, informing the
customer, offering solutions, exceeding customer expectations, and making additional
sales. The results from all these categories are gathered into one report that illustrates the
level of customer service in different units. The managers use the results for monitoring
and comparing the performance of different units, and the work groups evaluate them
carefully to improve their activities.333

The accuracy of deliveries means the certainty at which orders are delivered to the
customer on the date agreed on or wished for by the customer. The date wished for refers
to a situation typical to the pre-re-engineering state of the process in which the delivery
dates were not agreed on with the customer but fixed internally in Telecom Finland. The
accuracy of deliveries is reported as a ratio of the number of orders delivered accurately
and the number of all deliveries. Telecom Finland measures the reliability of deliveries in
the order/delivery process as a trend based on monthly information Зб. Separate measures
are reported for the delivery of new subscriber connections, the transfer of subscriber
connections, the cessation of subscriber connections, and the delivery of service changes.
The measures of these activities are further divided into two groups: the accuracy of
deliveries with a delivery date agreed upon with the customer, and the accuracy of
deliveries with a delivery date the customer has asked for. In addition to reporting the
percentage of deliveries on the date agreed or asked for, Telecom Finland reports the
distribution of late deliveries in all of these groups in five categories: deliveries that are
one, two, three to four, five to six, or more than seven days late.357

The number of successful and faulty deliveries refers to the number of customer
complaints concerning the order/delivery process. Besides being a measure of customer
satisfaction, the number of successful and faulty deliveries is a measure of cost efficiency.
In addition to reporting the number of faulty deliveries, the company monitors the time it
takes to fix the problems reported.338 Cycle time refers to the time it takes to deliver the
new subscriber connection, the transfer of a subscriber connection, the cessation of a
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subscriber connection, or the service change ordered. Telecom Finland measures cycle
time in all these groups for the order/delivery process as a whole, and also for the customer
service and field operations separately. Cycle time is measured as a trend based on
monthly information.3:19 In addition to being a measure of customer satisfaction, cycle time
is a measure of cost efficiency. Other measures in use for cost efficiency in the
order/delivery process include rate of delivery dates agreed, cost per delivery, and
additional sales per delivery.360

The rate of delivery dates agreed is the percentage of deliveries with a fixed delivery date
from all deliveries. The objective in the order/delivery process is to agree on a date for all
deliveries with the customers. The cost per delivery in the order/delivery process is
reported roughly on the basis of the departmental figures Telecom Finlands cost
accounting system provides. Additional sales per delivery refers to the worth of extra sales
the Companys personnel makes when delivering the connection or the service ordered.
Telecom Finland measures additional sales per delivery for field operations only. In
addition to these measures, Telecom Finland is going to start measuring the number of
days of work per delivery or task, customer service time per delivery, the number of
customer contacts per delivery, and the number of additional sales per delivery. The
company is also going to measure the rate of subscriber connections delivered
automatically

for

new

connections

and

for

changes

in

existing

connections,

respectively.361

One objective of the process development project in Telecom Finland is to focus attention
on enhancing job satisfaction and employees motivation. Telecom Finland measures
employee satisfaction with annual work atmosphere surveys and superior/subordinate
conversations. The atmosphere surveys are used to evaluate the openness and goal
orientation of the working community, the level of group efficiency, the level of
commitment of the individuals, the individual resources of the employees, the
management and leadership style of the superiors, the management style and image of the
whole company, the experienced quality of work, and the communications methods within

'59 Internal material of Telecom Finland Oy: Tavoitetilan toimintamallin ja tavoitetilaprosessin yleiskuvaus
j6° Heiskanen 14.5.1996
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the company. The atmosphere surveys also measure how well the prerequisites for work
motivation are fulfilled, how well the employees know the customers, and in what way
they have experienced changes in the company. The atmosphere surveys provide detailed
information on each unit and superior and also aggregate measures that can be used at
higher levels.362 To monitor the changes in the atmosphere within the order/delivery
process, Telecom Finland has included an average of the survey results into its set of
measures for the order/delivery process’63. Telecom Finland uses superior/'subordinate
conversations to determine the individual attitudes and needs of the employees. The
measures Telecom Finland uses, and the measures it intends to introduce for the
order/delivery process are summarized in Figure 26 in the most appropriate categories of
measures.

Customer satisfaction measurements
Customer
Satisfaction

Accuracy of deliveries
Number of successful and faulty deliveries
Cycle time
Rate of delivery dates agreed
Cost per delivery
Additional sales per delivery

Cost Efficiency

Rate ofautomatically delivered connections
Number of days of work per delivery
Customer service time per delivery
Number of customer contacts per delivery
Number of additional sales per delivery

Employee
Satisfaction

Atmosphere surveys
Superior/subordinate conversations

Figure 26. The measures Telecom Finland uses and the measures it intends to introduce
(italics) for the order/delivery process.364

6.4 Proposed Management Model
Effective management of the order/delivery process requires that the management model
includes the most important aspects of process performance. It has to include both the
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external effectiveness and the internal efficiency of the process. It has to contain financial,
as well as non-financial measures, and incorporate both short-term and long-term
perspectives into the same scorecard. It has to ensure that the objectives and performance
measures at the lower levels of the organization are aligned with the corporate strategy and
vision. In particular, it should link the measures at the process level to the measures at the
group of tasks level. The components of the management model must facilitate the
operational management of the process. In addition to all that, the structure of the model
has to be logical and easy to understand.

A model that is based on these ideas is depicted in Figure 27. It is essentially the
performance pyramid that has been supplemented with employee satisfaction and modified
to include some aspects from the balanced scorecard. It differs from the original
performance pyramid in three ways: First, the flexibility component has been replaced
with flexibility and learning. The objective of this change is to emphasize the role of
innovation and organizational learning that are needed to maintain the competitiveness of
the firm in the long run. Flexibility of the production process itself is of minor importance
in the order/delivery process. This is a consequence of the very large operating volumes of
the order/delivery process. The objective of the process is to deliver standard solutions to
the residential customers, because it is not profitable to fulfill each and every customer
wish, unless the customer really is willing to pay for it. Flexibility should not. however, be
completely ignored.

Second, the waste component of the performance pyramid has been replaced with cost and
waste. The reason is that the management of the groups of tasks cannot be solely based on
non-financial information. Financial information is needed for controlling that the
objectives of the groups of tasks have not been achieved at the expense of costs. Third,
employee satisfaction has been added to the original performance pyramid. It is a very
important component that eventually influences performance in the other categories at all
levels of the organization. It is of primary importance at the lower levels of the pyramid,
but its development should also be monitored with aggregate measures at the Telecom
Finland level. Employee satisfaction has been added to the side of the pyramid in order not
to break the pyramidal structure. Changes in it have many consequences on the other
components of performance. A drop in employee satisfaction, for example, may decrease
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the Companys productivity or the quality of service and customer satisfaction. Employee
satisfaction is regarded as very important in Telecom Finland.

Corporate
VISION

OBJECTIVES

Market

\ Telecom
Financial \ Finland Oy
MEASURES

4
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^/Customer
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Quality

\
Order/Delivery
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Time

Cost &
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Groups of
Tasks

OPERATIONS

Figure 27. The proposed process management model.

6.5 Proposed Measures
Measures and targets for the order/delivery process and the groups of tasks in the to-be
situation can be derived from upper level objectives, as illustrated by the model. The
starting point is the corporate vision. Telecom Finland's vision emphasizes enhancing the
company’s

position

even

further

as

the

leading

operator

and

provider

of

telecommunication services in Finland. At the same time, the company wishes to play an
active role the process of internationalization of telecommunications, relying especially on
its strong skills in mobile communications and value added services. It expects that the
legislation concerning the liberalization of competition in existing local telephone
networks will come into effect in 1997, at the earliest, bringing about tightening
competition in this area as well. Other key trends of development in telecommunications
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include increased networking in the direction of data processing, the broad-scale
integration of computers and telecommunications, and the implementation of new
broadband multimedia services.363 Telecom Finland expects telecommunications to
become a more and more integral part of its customers’ business activities and every-day
life. Therefore, it aims at delivering increased value to the customers by offering them
well-designed solutions and extensive partnership/’66

Strategic business unit level
The objectives at the strategic business unit level must be in harmony with the corporate
vision. Telecom Finland's objective regarding the markets is to be the leading operator and
service provider in Finland. In Voice Services, Telecom Finland aims at keeping its
current market share. The objective, clearly, is in accordance with the corporate vision. In
addition to market share, Telecom Finland puts some emphasis on net sales367. Other
measures for the market component at the strategic business unit level could include the
rate of sales from new products and services, the number of new customers, and the
number of customers lost. The rate of sales from new products and services illustrates the
company’s ability to renew its product and service concepts in order to respond to the
continuously changing needs of the customers. The number of new customers and the
number of customers lost naturally represent the company’s ability to attract and keep
customers. The company’s ability to keep customers is vital if it wishes to establish
intimate, long-term business partnership relationships with the customers. To help attract
new customers and to keep the old ones, the company has to create a certain image that
could be monitored in addition to the existing measures. The image Telecom Finland
strives for is to be considered as a reliable, customer and service oriented pioneer and
business partner that is present locally, nationally and internationally368.

Financial performance is considered to be the most important component of performance
in Telecom Finland. The objective in this respect is to keep the current level of
profitability. It is monitored primarily with cash flow. In addition to that. Telecom Finland
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applies ROI. but on a much more limited scale.369 A third useful measure for controlling
financial performance is profit. Employee satisfaction plays an important role in Telecom
Finland. It is monitored at all levels of the organization with extensive atmosphere surveys
that indicate the trend in the atmosphere. At the strategic business unit level, the employee
satisfaction component mainly includes aggregate results from the lower levers for
monitoring purposes. The results reveal the consequences of the reorganizations and
changes that have taken place in the organization, and indicate the need to take corrective
actions.

Business process level
At the business process level the objectives should be in line with the objectives of the
strategic business unit, and the measures should drive the attainment of these objectives.
The measures may either be derived from the groups of tasks level measures or obtained
from specific external or internal surveys and measurements. Because the objective of the
company is to be the number one operator and provider of telecommunication services, it
clearly needs to put much emphasis on customer satisfaction. The significance of customer
satisfaction is highlighted in the traditional areas of the local network operators where
Telecom Finland now strives to increase its market share"’70.

Customer satisfaction
Telecom Finland assumes that the most important determinant of customer satisfaction in
the order/delivery process is the accuracy of deliveries. The company aims at always
agreeing on a delivery time with the customers and then delivering the subscriber
connection or the service on that date without exceptions/71 The underlying idea is that
the customers will be more satisfied if they have knowledge and a ‘contract’ for the exact
time of the delivery and the company then fulfills its promises. Agreeing on a delivery
date also benefits the company by making the scheduling of work easier372. Attention can
be focused on fixing the delivery times with the customers by measuring the rate of
delivery times agreed. The measure can be derived directly from the corresponding
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measures of the call center and the back office. Keeping the promises regarding the
delivery can be measured by accuracy of deliveries. It is one of the most important
measures of the order/delivery process. It can be reported separately for automatically and
manually activated connections and services, and for field operations. To be able to
monitor its performance in different geographic areas, field operations also needs
information on the accuracy of deliveries in different areas. In order to see the variations
from the delivery times agreed, the distribution of late deliveries may be reported. In
addition to reporting how late the deliveries are. the causes for delays should be
summarized to facilitate the elimination of the sources of bad delivery performance and
.

waste

373

.

On some occasions the customers may want the connection or the service to be delivered
as soon as possible, instead of on a certain future date. In these cases the length of the
delivery process becomes essential."’74 It can be measured by delivery time for rush orders
which, actually, is a measure of flexibility. Because the objective of the process is to strive
for cost effectiveness rather than fast deliveriesPir
375, Hei
the company emphasizes agreeing on
delivery times that do not cause overtime work. In order to control the difference between
customer requests and the company’s ability to deliver, the company could include the
difference between the delivery times asked for and agreed on in its scorecard. The
objective in the order/delivery process is to deliver all the services and 80 per cent of the
subscriber connections

automatically using the company’s computer systems376.

Computerized, automated deliveries imply that orders can be fulfilled in real time or
activated automatically at the time agreed. This means improved customer service and, at
the same time, substantially lower costs. A measure for monitoring the system’s ability to
deliver the services or the subscriber connections in real-time is the rate of automatic
deliveries.

In addition to accurate and prompt delivery, Telecom Finland strives to deliver the
customers defect-free, well functioning products and services. The number of defects can
be obtained from the computer system as the number of unsuccessful service or connection
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activations3,11. The number of unsuccessful activations is, to a large extent, a measure of
waste also. The number of defects can also be measured by the number of customer
complaints'1*. The causes of customer complaints should be categorized in order to focus
attention on the most important improvement areas. To emphasize releasing reliable offers
with accurate cost estimates, the company may include a quality measure of service
production, accuracy of cost estimates, into its process level scorecard. Telecom Finland
aims at adding value to the customers. One way to add value to residential customers
could be offering them service packages, instead of just connections and separate
services.Nev
379 Success
Hei
in this could be measured by the number of service packages sold by
customer service.

In order to make the order/delivery process as simple as possible for the customers, the
company aims at facilitating one-stop shopping. One-stop shopping means that the
customer can get all the services he or she needs from one place with a single visit or a
phone call.380 This could be measured by the number of customer contacts per delivery.
Telecom Finland emphasizes a high level of customer service at all stages of the
order/delivery process. This and many other aspects of customer satisfaction can be
monitored using customer satisfaction surveys that Telecom Finland conducts annually.
The information from the surveys could be supplemented by more timely, light customer
satisfaction measurements that are better suited for operational management purposes381.
The benefit of customer satisfaction surveys and measurements, as compared to the
number of customer complaints, for example, is that they aim at measuring customer
satisfaction rather than dissatisfaction. Customer satisfaction surveys and measurements
often are, however, very expensive and time consuming.

Flexibility and learning
Telecom Finland’s objectives concerning flexibility and learning in the order/delivery
process are strategic rather than operational. Due to the large size of the company, it
cannot provide the same kind of flexibility that the smaller operators can. In the long run,
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however, the company and its processes need to change in order to meet the company’s
financial objectives.38^ To encourage the employees to take actions that prepare the
process for the future and improve its flexibility, the company may report what has been
done in this respect and how the attempts have succeeded. The reports do not have to be
made in quantitative terms. Instead, a short description of the actions and results could be
included in the scorecard.38 ' What determines the ability of the order/delivery process to
change to a large extent, is the flexibility of its information system. It has to consist of
modular structures that can be easily changed.384 A measure that drives toward a flexible
information system, and the flexibility of the process as a whole, is the time required to
take in a new service concept to the process.

An indicator of the development of the process with regard to the current services is the
trend in cycle time3*'. Because a great deal of the total cycle time of the process depends
on the delivery dates agreed with the customers, the measure should be used with caution.
It should be complemented with measures, such as the customer service cycle time, the
time it takes to react to customer complaints386, the time it takes to prepare an offer in
service production, the time it takes to activate the services manually in service
production, and the cycle time of field operations387. A measure that indicates the
company’s ability to provide prompt service is the rate of connections and services
delivered directly from the call center with the automatic facilities. Improvements in it are
essential to the performance of the process as a whole. The difference ЪеЫ’ееп the delivery
time the customer has askedfor and the delivery time that the company has agreed on with
the customer also indicates the ability of the process to respond customer requirements.

Flexibility in the order/delivery process can be enhanced by reducing the number of people
involved. This can be done by automating the tasks in the process or by moving the tasks
to be performed by vendors.388 These actions, however, may sometimes have an opposite
effect on performance. The objective in the order/delivery is to reduce the number of* * * * * * *
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people involved regardless of the possible short-term increases in costs389. A measure for
encouraging the use of vendors is the number of tasks performed by them in customer
service and field operations. The current and future flexibility of the human resources in
the order/delivery process depends on the level of knowledge of the employees. The
employees have to be familiar with new products and technologies/90 Nev
In addition to that,
the employees within different groups of tasks must have a common basic level of
knowledge, so that they can be flexibly moved to other work groups or tasks, if need be.
These factors can be evaluated in superior/subordinate conversations, and reported as a
trend in the process level scorecard. The number of conflicts and misunderstandings
between the different groups of tasks can be decreased by increasing cross-functional
interaction. To encourage organizing formal and informal meetings between the groups of
tasks, the number of these meetings, for example, could be included in the process level
scorecard. To make sure that the employees really start using new working methods and
systems, instead of just sticking to the old ones, the company could measure the number of
times the employees apply the old procedures391 or the number of variations from the to-be
process.

Productivity
Productivity is of paramount importance in the order/delivery process. It can be measured,
for example, by cost per delivery, and by the number of employees per delivery. The cost
per delivery has to be compared with the price charged from the customers392. It
determines the long term profitability of the process and it can also be reported as the
profit or the loss of the process. The number of employees per delivery focuses attention
on reducing the number of employees required. The amount of work required by the
process can also be measured by an aggregate measure, the number of working years. A
specific problem in the wireline business area is that the operating volumes are declining
gradually. Therefore, the company needs to monitor the level of capacity utilization very
carefully, and then take the necessary measures in order to adjust its capacity to the new
situation.393 The objective in the process is to eliminate unnecessary work. The total
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amount of waste can be reported as a sum of waste components defined in the performance
scorecards of the groups of tasks. In order to emphasize the elimination of the most
important sources of waste, some specific group of tasks level measures may be added into
the scorecard of the business process. These measures include the level of customer
involvement, the number of incorrect inputs to the computer system, the number offaulty
or insufficient documents, the rate of automatically delivered connections and services,
and the amount of back office work in the call center.

Focusing on customer involvement is based on an objective to move as many tasks as
possible to be customer performed. The customers may, for example, test the subscriber
connection or service delivered, activate some services themselves using the key pads of
their telephones, and do some preparation work for the field operations.394 Reducing the
number of incorrect inputs to the computer system is based on an objective to do things
right the first time395. Focusing on the completeness of the documentation is important
because it determines the reliability of the information system"'96. If the documentation is
not up to date, customer service representatives may send unnecessary and costly work
orders to service production or field operations, or promise impossible delivery times to
the customers. The number of connections and services delivered automatically indicates
how well the company is doing in avoiding the resource consuming service production and
field operations. The amount of back office work in the call centers focuses attention on
eliminating that work or moving it to the actual back office where it can be performed
more efficiently397.

Employee satisfaction
In the order/delivery process the special focus on employee satisfaction is on monitoring
how the employees experience the transition to the process oriented work398. It can be
monitored using atmosphere surveys, and superior/subordinate discussions. The results of
the surveys and discussions can be reported as a trend that illustrates the changes in the
atmosphere. To encourage open communication between the different levels of the
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organization, the company may also report the number of superior/subordinate
discussions. One more measure for monitoring employee satisfaction could be the number
of resignations.

Summary of measures and the proposed set of measures
The various performance measures that have been suggested for monitoring and managing
the order/delivery process have been summarized in Figure 28. The measures that can be
used for monitoring performance in more than one category have been assigned to the best
suited one.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

FLEXIBILITY AND LEARNING

rate of delivery times agreed
accuracy of deliveries
distribution/variance of late deliveries
difference between delivery times asked
for and agreed on
number of customer complaints
accuracy of cost estimates
number of service packages delivered
number of customer contacts per delivery
customer satisfaction surveys

future and flexibility oriented actions
time required to take in a new service
concept
cycle time
number of tasks performed by vendors
level of knowledge of the employees
number of cross-departmental meetings
number of times employees apply old
procedures
number of variations from the to-be
process
delivery time for rush orders

EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION

PRODUCTIVITY

atmosphere surveys
number of superior/subordinate
discussions
number of resignations

cost per delivery
profit or loss
number of employees per delivery
number of working years
level of capacity utilization
aggregate waste
level of customer involvement
number of incorrect inputs into the
computer system
number of faulty of insufficient documents
rate of automatic deliveries
amount of back office work in the call
center
number of unsuccessful activations

Figure 28. Performance measures for the order/delivery process.
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To monitor the performance of the process with regard to the different order types, the
measurement system should report most of the performance measures separately for each
order type. Because the number of measures in the scorecard is limited, however, it is not
possible to include performance information about all the types, customer satisfaction
survey results about all aspects of performance, detailed information about customer
complaints, or even all the measures proposed in the same chart. Therefore, only the most
important performance measures can be selected. Many of the measures can also be
reported as weighted averages only. The measures have to balance the different aspects of
performance simultaneously emphasizing the most important categories. The remaining
measures may be included in the performance report as supplementary information.

Based on these criteria, the proposed performance management model, and interviews
concerning the objectives and measures of the order/delivery process, a set of ten measures
has been selected. The selected measures are presented in Figure 29. They are proposed as
a new set of performance measures for managing the order/delivery process in Telecom
Finland. They have been chosen to emphasize different aspects of performance in each
category. Some measures aim at providing a general impression on the performance of the
process and some measures are directly connected to particular activities to provoke
action. The measures that can be used for monitoring the general state of the process are
marked with ‘л’ in the figure while the rest of the measures are those that aim more at
focusing attention on some specific and important drivers of performance. The measures
marked with ‘*’ are new measures compared to the set of measures currently in use in
Telecom Finland.

The proposed set of measures focuses particularly on productivity aspects and measures
cost per delivery, the number of working years, the rate of automatic deliveries, and the
number of incorrect inputs into the computer system. Cost per delivery reflects the
efficiency of the process as a whole. The number of working years gives an aggregate
picture of the level of resource consumption, and focuses attention on the objective to
reduce the amount of work and the number of workers in the process. The rate of
automatic deliveries is directly linked to one of the most important drivers of poor
performance, the amount of manual work required. The number of incorrect inputs into the
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computer system focuses attention on a specific improvement project that aims at
improving the reliability of the system and reducing waste.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

FLEXIBILITY AND LEARNING

Accuracy of deliveries
Difference between delivery times
asked for and agreed on *
Number of customer complaints л

Future and flexibility oriented actions *
Time required to take in a new service
conceptл*

EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION

PRODUCTIVITY

Atmosphere surveys л

Cost per delivery л
Number of working years (л) (*)
Rate of automatic deliveries (*)
Number of incorrect inputs into the
computer system *

* new measures to be implemented

л measures that can be used for monitoring
the general state of the process

Figure 29. The proposed set of performance measures for the order/delivery process.

The proposed measures for customer satisfaction include the accuracy of deliveries, the
difference between delivery times asked for and agreed on, and the number of customer
complaints. The accuracy of deliveries is seen to be one of the most important
determinants of customer satisfaction. The difference between delivery times asked for and
agreed on indicates whether the company’s delivery times respond to customer
requirements in the first place. The number of customer complaints reflects the level of
quality of the process. These measures have to be supplemented with the results of the
extensive customer satisfaction surveys that are conducted from time to time in Telecom
Finland. Because the objectives regarding flexibility in the order/delivery process are
primarily strategic, the measures should reflect long-term performance. A measure that
indicates the process’s ability to react to changes is the time required to take in a new
service concept. However, because the changes are not made very often, it may be difficult
to obtain frequent information. Perhaps the best way to monitor flexibility and learning is
to include a qualitative description concerning the future and flexibility oriented actions in
the scorecard. To keep the number of measures in the scorecard reasonably low, only one
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measure is proposed for employee satisfaction. The measure, the level of employee
satisfaction, is obtained from employee satisfaction surveys and reported as an average
that is compared to the previous results.

6.6 Implementation Aspects

Applying the proposed set of performance measures requires that the company's
information system provides the necessary data. Most of the measures proposed can be
easily derived from or added to Telecom Finland's current measurement and reporting
system, but some measures require that extensive changes are made in the way data is
collected and processed. For example, reliable information on cost per delivery requires
that the company's cost accounting system is modified to track down process costs.
Telecom Finland applies Activity Based Costing in some of its units3" and it should start
applying it for the order/delivery process also.

Another major problem is measurability. All aspects of performance cannot be easily and
reliably measured and quantified. Artificial quantification may easily give a distorted
picture and direct behavior in a wrong direction. Quantifying the actions taken to prepare
the order/delivery process for the future and to improve its flexibility is very difficult.
Obtaining information about the success or the expected benefits of those actions is even
more difficult. The type and the time frame of the actions needed varies over time and it
may, therefore, be unrealistic to try to quantify the actions. A good way, in these cases, is
to report the level of performance with qualitative descriptions.

In order to implement the measurement system, the company has to ensure that the
feedback loops are incorporated into the organization. The employees at all levels of the
organization must be taught how to use simple process management tools, such as the
plan-do-check-act cycle. They must be encouraged first to determine goals and objectives
for their activities and then methods for reaching them. They also have to select measures
that indicate the attainment of objectives. Then they have to communicate the goals and
objectives to the lower levels and provide the people there with sufficient resources. When
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the actions have been performed, they have to check the effects and compare them to the
targets. Finally, the employees must be encouraged to take appropriate action to make any
corrections or adjustments needed in either strategies, objectives, targets, methods, or even
in the measurement system.

Most of the measures in the proposed scorecard can easily be reported on a monthly or
weekly basis. Atmosphere surveys and the evaluation of future and flexibility oriented
actions, however, are often conducted less frequently and they supplement the more timely
operating information. Longer-term trends in the measures of the scorecard should also be
evaluated together with the results of the extensive customer satisfaction surveys from
time to time. In addition to measuring the normal operations of the process, Telecom
Finland needs to evaluate those aspects of performance that indicate whether the re
engineering project concerning the order/delivery process is achieving its objectives400.
Many measures in the proposed scorecard can be used for this purpose as well. These
measures include the accuracy of deliveries, the rate of automatic deliveries, the number of
working years, and employee satisfaction. In addition to comparing the results of the
process to the targets, they should be compared with previous results to observe the trend
in development.

In order to ensure that the employees really start focusing their attention on what has been
measured and change their behavior accordingly, the company should link its reward
system to the process measures. At the moment Telecom Finland applies a reward system
in which the bonuses of the individual employees are most often tied to the profit of the
company as a whole. The company has some plans, however, on changing the system so
that the individual contribution of each employee would be more directly linked to the
level of the bonus.401 In the order/delivery process the reward of the process owner should
be linked to the process level measures. The rewards of the other employees should be
linked to both process and lower level measures to discourage sub-optimization and to
simultaneously ensure that the measures are actionable.
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The reward of the process owner could be calculated using a similar approach that
Telecom Finland uses for determining the bonuses of its managers. In this system,
perfomiance is evaluated along the most important dimensions of performance on a grade
scale, in which each number represents a certain level of accomplishment. Each dimension
is given a particular weight and a weighted average is calculated for the total
performance.402 For the evaluation of the performance of the order/delivery process and its
process owner, Telecom Finland could use the four proposed categories of performance
measures as the basic measuring dimensions. Based on the relative importance of the
different dimensions in the order/delivery process, the weights could be set to, for
example, 0.4 for productivity, 0.3 for customer satisfaction, 0.2 for flexibility and learning,
and 0.1 for employee satisfaction. The level of performance in each of these dimensions
can be obtained from comparing the individual performance measures in each category to
the targeted levels of performance for those measures, and then calculating a weighted
average from the results. Figure 30 illustrates how the accomplishments in the four
categories of performance can be linked to the reward system.

Level of
Performance

Bonus
FIM 9X
F1M3X
FIM X

Minimum
Requirement

No Bonus

Productivity
(Weight 0.4)

Customer
Satisfaction

Flexibility
and Learning

(Weight 0.3)

(Weight 0.2)

Employee
Satisfaction
(Weight 0.1 )

Total
Performance
(Weighted Average)

Figure 30. Linking the four categories of performance measures to the reward system.

Applying the proposed performance management model at the group of tasks level is more
difficult than applying it at the process level. The reason is that the departments and work
402 Yli-Äyhö 7.6.1996
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groups in Telecom Finland must also conform to the needs of the functional organization.
The functional organization is currently the dominant organizational structure in Telecom
Finland, and the responsibility of the process owner is to ensure that the needs of the
process are not overlooked.

7 Summary and Conclusions
This study concerned performance management of business processes and consisted of a
literature review and a case study. The objective of the literature review was to introduce,
analyze, and compare performance management models that can be used for process
management purposes and that include quality, time, and cost aspects of performance. The
performance management models included in the study were the performance pyramid, the
balanced scorecard, and the Tableau de Bord. In addition to these, the study aimed at
introducing business processes in general, process oriented management approaches that
emphasize either quality, time or cost (TQM, TBM, and ABM), and some general
principles concerning performance measurement and management. The objective of the
case study was to develop a performance management model and the associated measures
for the subscriber connection and service order/delivery process for residential customers
in Telecom Finland Oy.

In the literature review we stated that modem process thinking is largely based on Porter’s
value chain and value system concepts that emphasize the need to link the specific valueadded activities in the company and in the distribution channel. Process thinking is an
approach that views and evaluates the company’s value activities from the point of view of
the horizontal business processes that can be defined as a set of logically related and
continuously evolving business activities combined to satisfy a business objective.
Business processes identified in different organizations vary largely depending on the line
of business of the company and on the firm itself. Currently, there is no widely accepted
set of business processes, but there have been several attempts to categorize these.
Business processes can, for example, be divided into market-driven and infrastructural
processes, or into core, support, network, and management processes. To reap benefits
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from identifying and re-engineering business processes, companies need to move from
purely functional organizations towards a process organization.

In recent years, widespread attention has been drawn on process management issues
following the emergence of a number of different process oriented management
approaches, including Total Quality Management, Time Based Management, and Activity
Based Management. The process management approaches typically take one aspect of
process performance as a starting point and then focus all the company’s actions on
improving it. As a result of the evolution of these process management approaches toward
the inclusion of all possible aspects of performance, they are all beginning to look rather
similar despite their different origins. Broadening the scope of the approaches indicates
that it has been admitted that processes cannot be managed based on only one type of
performance measures.

The performance measurement and management system should link the organization’s
mission and strategy to the performance measures to advance the organization's strategic
goals. A system for assuring strategy execution can be developed through a process that
includes articulating the business strategy, identifying critical success factors, developing
performance measures, fixing accountabilities for performance, and aligning the
company’s structures, systems, skills and style. The performance measures used in
companies can be divided into three interconnected categories: quality, time, and cost. The
actual measures in these categories vary depending on the level of organization at which
the measurement takes place.

The performance pyramid is a performance management model that explicitly links the
corporate vision and strategies to the different levels of the organization. It establishes a
two-way communication system that translates the objectives from the top down and
measures from the bottom up. It clearly defines the different categories of performance
measures that must be taken into account at each of the levels. Although the categories it
defines are relevant to most processes, it fails at providing the flexibility needed on some
occasions. The performance pyramid establishes an effective feedback system between the
different levels by a series of performance loops embedded in the pyramid. The
performance pyramid facilitates operational process management.
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The balanced scorecard is best suited for performance management at the strategic
business unit level. It proposes a comprehensible set of measures that balances the unit’s
financial and market performance with its internal efficiency and ability to innovate and
learn. Balancing, in this case, means only that the different aspects of performance are
taken into account. The balanced scorecard is not ideally suited for the operational
management of business processes. Rather, it should be used for controlling the
performance of the processes or for performance management at the higher levels of the
organization. It links the strategy to the measurement system, but it does not do it as
clearly as the performance pyramid. The balanced scorecard ideology also includes a
feedback mechanism that facilitates its use as a performance management system instead
of just a measuring framework. The balanced scorecard is the only one of the three
management models that explicitly includes the learning perspective.

The Tableau de Bord proposes a flexible measurement and management system that has its
roots in the operational management of functional manufacturing companies. Due to its
highly flexible nature, it can also be applied for the management of business processes.
The Tableau de Bord system contains elements that facilitate vertical as well as horizontal
communication.

The vertical

linkages

facilitate the communication of strategic

information downward and the consolidation of measurement information upward. The
Tableau de Bord model does not explicitly identify the different categories of measures
that should be included in the individual Tableau de Bords. Instead, it remains the
responsibility of the users to make sure that all the important aspects of performance are
taken into account.

Telecom Finland Oy has recently re-engineered its subscriber connection and service
order/delivery process for residential customers. Currently, the performance of this
customer relations process is evaluated using customer satisfaction, cost efficiency, and
employee satisfaction measures. To ensure that the process will be managed based on a
balanced set of measures that advances the company’s strategic goals and takes into
account all the important aspects of performance, a new performance management model
and the associated measures were developed in the case study based on the theoretical
frameworks and the characteristics of the company and the process. A performance
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management model that corresponds to these requirements was developed by modifying
the performance pyramid. The performance pyramid was chosen to be the basis for the
framework since it seems to meet the requirements of the process better than the other two
models. It appears to be more suitable for managing business processes than the balanced
scorecard and much easier to understand than the Tableau de Bord.

Three changes were made to the performance pyramid. First, the flexibility component
was replaced with flexibility and learning. Second, the waste component was replaced
with cost and waste. Third, the performance pyramid was complemented with employee
satisfaction. These changes improved the applicability of the performance pyramid to the
management of the order/delivery process in Telecom Finland. The changes can also be
seen to have relevance for improving the applicability of the performance pyramid model
in general. As the case study pointed out, short-term flexibility is not necessarily very
significant in processes in which large volumes are involved. Longer-term flexibility and
the ability to innovate and learn, on the other hand, are essential to all processes. Adding
the learning aspect to the flexibility component, therefore, improves the suitability of the
model to the management of different types of processes. It is also in compliance with the
increasing attention that is paid to the learning organization concept.

Replacing the waste component with cost and waste is of general importance and has less
to do with case specific reasons. The case study did not include developing measures for
the lowest level of the pyramid and testing the validity of the change but, nevertheless, it
can be argued that the management of groups of tasks can hardly be solely based on nonfinancial information. Financial information is needed at the groups of tasks level for
controlling that their objectives have not been achieved at the expense of costs. Adding
employee satisfaction to Telecom Finland’s management model is quite natural because
the importance of employee satisfaction has been widely recognized in the company.
Focusing attention on and improving employee satisfaction can also be expected to help
companies in general to improve their performance in the long run. Monitoring employee
satisfaction, however, is probably usually not as vital as monitoring the performance with
regard to the other components. Moreover, it adds to the burden of collecting and
processing information and increases the risk that the most important measures are lost in
the large quantity of different measures.
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Generally, the performance management models tend to suggest a large number of
different measures in various categories in order to take into account all the different
aspects of performance. This leads to increased complexity and a considerable amount of
additional work, when compared to the amount of work needed in conjunction with the
often rather simple models that are commonly used to manage businesses. Making the
models operational generally also involves significant changes in the company’s structure,
systems, and style, as well as in the employees’ skills and attitudes. This makes adopting
new performance management models rather a difficult and time consuming task. The
models, however, contribute considerably to the management of businesses by providing a
more complete picture of the state of the business.

The performance management models can also provide a more objective picture than the
models that focus on one aspect of performance only, since the performance management
models illustrate performance from many different perspectives. They do not, however,
always aim at being objective. Instead, they can, and they often should, emphasize a
specific aspect of performance in order to direct the employees’ behavior in a desired
direction. The performance management models also reduce the risk of sub-optimization,
because the measures are derived from the company’s vision and strategy in the models.
Since measures typically affect behavior, it can be expected that a carefully designed and
implemented performance management model actually supports strategy execution and
thus helps the company achieve its objectives.
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